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West African Fulbright Scholar Finds Contrasts
in Practice of Law, Finance, & Teaching
"Perhaps it should be called the
Government Accountability' Office instead of the General Accounting Office;' Salif Yonaba, a Fulbright Scholar
from Burkina Faso concluded after studying the organization of the U.S.
federal government's primary financial
watchdog institution. His suggestion
seconded that of many current and
former employees of the GAO.
The professor of public law at the
University of Ouagadougou in Burkina
Faso in West Africa completed four
months' study in public finance and
public administration at the Rusk
Center for International

and Com-

parative Law in February
A native of the French-speaking
African country, Yonaba worked extensively with Thomas J. Schoenbaum,
Rusk Professor Law and director of the
center. But, because

public finance is

not taught in law schools in this country, Yon"ba did additional study under
the direction of university faculty
members from the College of Business
Administration and the Department of
Political Science, as well as those from
the School of Law.

Finance Is Lawyer's Work
Yonaba, who holds a doctorate of law
degree from the University of
Strasbourg in France, commented that
the view that public finance is not exclusively a legal matter is peculiar to ,
this country. In Burkina Faso and many

other foreign countries, Yonabaex-

•

plained, accounting and public finance
is lawyer's work. While at the university,
Yonaba conducted a comparative study
of the U.S. government's General Accounting Office (GAO) and foreign
governments' auditing and accounting

VisitingFulbrightScholar SalifYonaba(left)discusses his findingswith Thomas]. Schoenbaum,
director of the Rusk Center for International and Comparative Law.

institutions, especially those in Africa
and Europe A specialist in public
finance and accounting, Yonaba had
previously completed extensive study
of the French Cour des Cornptes, an
institution nearly equivalent to the
U.S. GAO.
He explained that there have been
few comparative studies of this type, ,
although the GAO and similar organiza-

tions in other countries are members
of the International Organization of
Supreme Auelit Institutions (INTOSAI).
"No doubt such a study can prove
useful;' Yonaba commented,
"because
all governments try to find the best
way to undertake their economic and
social activities-in the most costefficient manner-through
the implementation of the audit institutions'

During two trips to the GAO in
Washington, nc, Yonaba found the
American concept that study of public
finance is not in the domain of the
legal profession reflected in the staff
composition of the GAO. "The staff
there is composed of persons with
backgrounds in economics, business

administration, and engineering," he
said, "whereas foreign institutions
usualiy employ lawyers for accounting
staff positions:'
Yonaba found that the U.S. GAO is
not primarily an auditing agency, as are
similar government accounting offices
in other countries. While foreign
government

accounting offices are

legaliy-oriented bodies specifically accountable for day-to-day financial
operations of state agencies, the U.S.

reports and recommendations."
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GAO is more concerned with the performance of federal agencies in
general, rather than solely with their
financial operations. "Thus;' the GAO,
Yonaba explained, "is more truly an
office of 'accountability' rather than
'accounting.' "

teaching is a one-way operation

"Pragmatism" in American
Teaching

their own in addition to classroom at-

Yonaba's Fulbright research at the
University of Georgia will be published
in a French-language journal for study
by public finance and accounting officials overseas. In addition, he will use
the information he has gathered about
the GAOand the American government's

accounting system

in

public finance

classes be teaches at the University of
Ouagadougou.
"The differences are tremendous;'
Yonaba explained, "between the way
classes are taught in the United States
and in foreign countries. Overseas,

where

the professor delivers information to a
passive community of students who
simply write it all down.

"Here, there is so much more giveand-take atmosphere and students are
expected to read what must be hundreds and thousands of textbooks on
tendance." Yonaba was impressed with
the educational resources available to
American students-library
facilities
and teaching apparatus-and
suggested
that these resources are what make the
American teaching method work so effectively. "Maybe this is what appears
abroad to be a feature of American
pragmatism;' he said.
Yonaba found other surprising c1ifferences between Americans and people in other countries. 'Americans, not
just Georgians;' he said, "are so polite.
They speak to you on the street and
say 'good morning:" Then, with a

grin, he added, "not like in some
developed European countries I've
been in. Many people from underdeveloped countries are surprised that
people in more developed countries,
like the United States, are still friendly"
Although his Fulbright travel
represented the first time Yonaba
visited this country, he hopes it will be
just the first of many trips here. He is
considering application to the LL.M.
program at the University of Georgia,
concentrating on international law.
Fulbright awards are administered
by
the Council for International Exchange
of Scholars in wasliington, D'C, They
allow U.S. citizens to study or work in
other countries and bring foreign
scholars, like Yonaba, to study or work
in the United States. Money for the
awards is provided by the US.
Fulbright Foundation.
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Rusk Center Visitors
The Rusk Center for International and
Comparative Law, under the direction
of Thomas].
Schoenbaum, hosted
numerous lecture series and scholarly
visits during the 1987-88academic
year, in addition to Professor Yonaba's
Fulbright tenure. International scholars
at the Rusk Center this year include,
Judge Ian Barker of the High Court
of New Zealand; Professor Sang Don
Lee, Chung-Ang University, Korea; Professor Torstein Stein, University of
Heidelberg, Germany; Professor Bart
de Schutter, University of Brussels,
Belgium; Justice T. K. Thommen of the
Supreme Court of India; Professor Mitsuo Matsushita, Tokyo University,
Japan; Justice Thymen Kooprnans of
the European Coutt of Iustice in Lux-

Judge Thymen Koopmans (seated, left) of the Court of Justice of the European Communities, Mme. Koopmans, and Justice Kocku Thommen (standing, center) of the High
Court of Kerala, India, were guests of the Law School in April. Professor Gabriel M.
Wilner(standing, right) and Dean Ellington hosted a coffee for the visitors in the Cheeley Room.

embourg; Professor Hansvan Houtte,

•

Louvain University, Belgium; and
Professor F. Parkinson, University of
London.
U.S. Ambassador Tapley Bennett,
Washington, D.C., and Alain Srnets of
Sabena Airlines, the Netherlands, also
participated in Rusk Center programs
this year .

School 0/ Law

IndianJustice T.K: Thommen, a renowned expert in maritime law with expertise in comparative constitutional
and administrative law, spent several weeks in Athens as a Rusk
Center Senior Scholar. He conferred with former u.s. Secretary of State Dean Rusk (right)
while at the Center.
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harsday .
Lecture: Dr. 'f.{ichard Garwi\ll,

IBM Research. Fellow, will
meet with interested faculty. 9am, ACMe
conf. rrn.
:.
Academic Symposium: "INF Treaty."
Speakers Include Richard Garwin, Ipm; ,
Dorinda Dallmeyer. Rusk Ctr.. 2pm; Paul
Diehl, UGA pcltt. sci .. 3pm; Martin
Hillenbrand,UCA polit. sci. Span. by
Dean Rusk Crr.. UGA Nuclear Freeze, &
UGA Arms Control Forum. l-Spm,
[ Ch,p'l.
~...., .... __
.... _.

UGA ARMS CONTROL

FORUM

TWO GIG EVENTS: ~

"NATIONAL SECURITY

AND THE FUTURE OF ARMS CONTROL"
A Lecture

Kistiakowsky

DR. RICHARD L.. GARWIN
Scholar,
American Academy

Visiting
Wednesday,

By

March

2,8

p.m.,

of Arts

La", School

and

Sciences·

Auditorium

********************************************************************1

INF TREATY SY~1POSIUM
Thursday,
1 p. m. "What Does

the

2 p.m.

"The INF Treaty

3 p.m.

"The NATO Allies

4 p.m.

"A Soviet

Sponsored

View

March 3, University

Chapel

HIF Treaty

Dori ncla G. Da 11 meyer

Say?"

Richard

and the Future"
and the Treaty"
of the INF Treaty"

by The UGA Arms Control
Forum,
Dean Rusk Center

--

Paul

L.

Ca rw i n

F. Diehl

-- Martin
UGA Freeze,

J.

Hillenbrand
and

the

Kisttakowsky so ar to
address SDI, INFtreaty
Speech is at
8 p.m. tonight
By Ann Bulllnglon
Red and Black Senior Reporter

'clear missiles, in Decemeber. The
Senate currently is considering the Ri
treaty for ratification.
a.
The INF treaty was chosen as the 20

topic, "because

the ratification

process is now going on in the ~
Senate and we thought it was a good '"
idea to host a nonpartisan program Ron it so people could be informed,\' •
she said.
::E:
Dallmeyer, who will be the first,
speaker, will be followed by ::>
Garwin. The next speaker will be ~
Paul Diehl, political science assis- a.
tant professor, who will discuss the ~
NATO response to the trealy. Jle •
will be followed by Martin Hillen- 3:
brand, political science professor ~
and former U.S. ambassador to o
Hungary and West Germany, who :::.will present the Soviet view of the N
treaty,
The Rusk center and UGA
:;:;
SANE/FREEZE are jointly spon- co
soring the symposium.
;"
Dan Everett, faculty adviser to
SANE/FREEZE and assistant pro- :'
fessor 01 computer science, said,
"We feel the INF Treaty is the first .....
thing we've had to celebrate in a

A nationally-renowned expert on
nuclear weapons and arms control
will speak to faculty and student
groups today and Thursday about
the future of arms control.
Richard Garwin, a member of the
National Academy of Science and
an IBM Research Fellow, is a Kistiakowsky,Visiting Scholar.
Dorinda Dallmeyer, research director of the Dean Rusk Center for
International
and Comparative
Law, said the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences tapped the University last summer as one of 10 colleges and universities in the nation
to host its Kistiakowsky Visiting
'scholar.
Garwin's main address, "The Future of National Security and Arms
Control," will be tonight at 8 p.m. in
the law school auditorium in a pro- , lorig time."
The treaty is precedent-setting,
gram sponsored jointly by University Union's Ideas and 'Issues and if it is successful then there is
"no reason not to eliminate some if
Division and the Rusk center.
not all nuclear weapons," he said.
Thomas Stubbs, Ideas and Issues
The Kisliakowsky
Visiting
coordinator, said he expects Garwin
Scholar progam was initiated in
to concentrate primarily on the
1985-86in honor of the late George
Strategic Defense Initiative, comKistiakowsky, a science, adviser to
monly known as Star Wars.
President Dwight Eisenhower. The
Garwin also will be one of four
American Academy of Arts and Scispeakers at an academic sympo'ences sponsors the program to proslum, to be held at the Chapel
vide information on security policy,
Thursday from 1 to 4 p.m., on the
nuclear weapons and arms control.
Intermediate
Nuclear
Forces
The academy selects five jcholars
Treaty.
each year and schedules them to
Dallmeyer said the main purpose
speak at 10universities and colleges
of the symposium is to discuss the
.
meaning of the INF treaty to the fu- around the nation.
jure of arms control negotiations beDallmeyer said the University setween the United States and the
lected Garwin out of the five posSoviet Union.
sible speakers because he "is wellPresident Reagan and Soviet Preknown in his field and published in
mier Mikhail Gorbachev signed the
so many areas, not just the techtreaty,
which will reduce
the
nical but also the policy areas as
number of intermediate range nu- well."
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IBMphys.icist;'says SDI 'bankrupt,'
calls weaporlry'woes 'sales problem'
.·.1~

Rufus Adair
,.*.,'-':
Staff Writer
'.~'.....e- •
..• ' '\ '. ~ '" .....t

By

AthensDaily
News, March 3, 1988
One result
for instance, requires that it be landbased and fired by rocket (almost instantaneously with detection),
rather

_t, f

IIBM physicist Richard Garwin ",_than being space-based,. Garwin
could have tilled his first University, said. "
•
of Georgia ledure"Less
is More."
I
At the center of the so-called
Blending an understandable
Ian- ;~."pop-up" problem, as Garwin
exguage of science and engineering
""'plained it, is the curvature
of the
with the perspective of 30 years' par .... earth and the need to get up high
tlcipatlon in high-level policy
de- enough and fast enough to "see"
an
bates, Garwin called the Strategic
on-coming missile. Because
of the
Defense Initiative "bankrupt,"
ar·" acceleration of the on-coming
misgued for the Midgetrnan
over the "sile, the SDl missile would have to go
mammoth MX, and generally viewed
up twice as fast. With every technothe continuous turmoil over nuclear
logical increase
in Soviet
rocket
weaponry as "a sales problem"
in a
speed,
the American
launchers
"bureaucratic impasse."..
-would have to increase ten-fold in
. Garwin, who worked on the- hy- ; "size to still go up twice as rast..
drogen bomb in 1952 and served
on ' "You double the velocity,
you
the Science" Advisory Commission
square the mass,"
he said of the
under presidents Kennedy and John- ",huge rocket sizes requiredin such a
son (1962-65) and Nixon (1969-72), is.cscenarlo.
"His a terrible problem.
It
something of a self-admitte(:l' gadfly -thas nothing to do with feasibility,
but
whose role has been to ask.the why- ,:!~a lot to do with utility.'
,
not questions when the bureaucratic
",. In fact, x-ray lasers sent up first
impetus is talking only about why:-O-'as a prelude to attack could make
Nonetheless, he has' maintained
a !I~'them "far better suited for the agcontinuous stream of consulling
posi.
gressor;" he said, "The people who
tions to the, Pentagon, ~ ",.
" ' '" ... used to sell you snake have gone to
, "The real problem with SOl is not ,.rcollege, Now they are seIling
you
that we suddenly can't do the' techteclmology," '.
,
nology," he said, Wednesday.
"It is '\
In other arguments, Garwin noted
just that the moon does nol shoot-'-;';'the time when technology
had alback."·
"".'.
,"
..lowed the United States
to build
He argued that weaponry.
cnvi- . smaller, safer, and· more
reliable
sioned for SOl would be "much easrockets and warheads
that
h1ld
ier to defeat than to build!' and ulti· "'solved the re'enlry problem,
Yet the
mately were better SUIted for "stra-,
psychology of arms control treatles
tegic offenS':ve weapons", than for de·, converted the ceilings
on weapon
fensive purposes.
sizes il1toDoors, he told a class of poSecurity requirementsJor
the delitical science students
Wednesday
ployment of an X-ray las:r"",:e<lpon".
afternoon;,
.1';

f

was the MX missile, It
was large, had multiple
warheads,
and was practically
impossible
to
base because it was such a prize target. "We need the small. rockets.
They are self-protecting.
You put
them in little silos, The Soviets would
have to send two or three missiles to
'make sure they hit one. They would
never attack the Midgetman,"
he
said.
,
A Garwin-favored
alternative
for
the basing of the MX involved
the
use of small submarines,
High Air
Force officials had problems
with
the MX, but submarines
was not
their answer to the basing problem .
Looking at lobbying efforts within
the government, Garwin said, "What
we need is more sunlight
in the sys- '
tern and constraints
on government"
, Part of the problem
''lith ;nt;a- '1
governmental lobbying,
he said, is I
that, it is based on government-supported technology for which there is
only a single buyer "and they are not
spending their own money."
"
As an example, -Garwin pointed to .
the National Aeronautical
and Space,
Adminislration's
pushing
of the
space shuttle program
ill the 1970s,
After a highly successful
program
in the 19605 that culminated
with
man landing on the moon, NASA was
"looking around
for something
to
do," he said, Unable to convince Nixon oli their space
station
plans,
NASA fcU back on the space shuttle,
which was originally
designed
to be
part of the space station idea.
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Multiple-marketed
U.Ga.law professor
hits the books in '88
From wire reporta

"

For Thomas J. Schocnbaum,
1988 could be the Year of the Book.
The . 43-year-old ,University
of
Georgia legal scholar is looking at a
possible quadruple success in publishing this year -the publication of
books in the fields of biography, nonfiction, fiction and "educational
legalese".
Schoenbaum, the Dean Rusk Professor of taw at the university and dlrector of the Dean Rusk Center for
International and Comparative Law,
is author of Waging Peace and War,
a biography of Rusk, the former U.S.
secretary of state. The book will be
released this year by Simon & Schuster.
Due out next month from John
Blair Publishers is the second edition
in paperback of Schoenbaum's cultural history of the North Carolina
coastal region titled Islands,. Capes
and Sounds: The North Carolina Sea-

coast.
He has a contract with the Tokyo
University Press to publish a book
this year on Japanese international
trade law. And his manuscript of a
Civil War novel titled Our Late Glorious War is circulating in New York
publishing
houses with excellent
prospects.
In addition, Schoenbaum is author
of Handbook 011 Admiralty and Marie. time Law, a legal treatise released
last fall by West Publishing Co •.
0_
While acknowledging that his publishing credits are unusual for an academician,
Schoenbaum believes
_n.
more university professors are realizing there ts an audience for their
expertise beyond the ivy walls. Sharing scholarly knowledge with the
public is not incompatible with the
rigors of the academic "publish or
perish" syndrome that traditionally
I
haa given professors little credit for"
r:'. popular
publications, Schoenbaum
said,
,'
But it's not necessarily easy, he.
added"
"It Is very difficult to write for
the general public, to take a body of
material
that Is basically historic
and technical and present it in a
form that is readable, interesting

..... ~.,..

.-

,...~ , .

j
,I

.1

1
I

and acceptable to a non-specialized
public. But perhaps the academic elimate and the professors' attitudes'
are changing."
.
The diversity of topics and writing approaches of Schoenbaum's current books reflects his academic and
personal experiences.
An expert in environmental law
and international
trade law, he has
been executive director of the Dean
.Rusk center at the University of
Georgia since 1983. He has a close
working relationship with Rusk, who
has been a professor of international
law at the university since 1970.
He was also instrumental in acquiring Rusk's
personal papers,
which were presented to the university libraries last year. The papers,
and his close acquaintance with
Rusk, gave Schoenbaum the impetus
to write the biography.
Another of Schoenbaum's specialties is admiralty law. When he was
on the University of North Carolina
taw faculty from 1968-80, he was
counsel to a governor's commission
on economics and environment and
chairman of a committee to draw up
a coastal zone management act for
North Carolina.
His long-time interest in environmental Issues and his concern for the
state's endangered
sea coast led to
the flrst publication
in 1982 of Islands, Capes and Sounds.
In .. 1980, Schoenbaum joined the

i
,
,
:
.
j

.

Tulane University School of Law in
New Orleans as associate dean for
graduate studies and director of the
maritime law program. He also
helped start the Tulane. Maritime .
Law Center, was a visiting professor .
at Hokkaigakuen University in Ja.pan d taught Europe~ law at Tu- :
lane s summer school in Grenoble,
.France.
New Orleans provided the back •.
ground for his historical Civil War'.:
novel, which he began in 1980.
.
.
!
Books by university professors 1
generaily are overlooked In the com- j
petitive commercial
publishing field
because theY,are usually dry, techni- ;
cal and don t make much money, :
SChoenbaum said.
":1 ,
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Justice T.K. Thommen
Supreme Court
India
I

"Indian Legal System"
April 13, ~ednesday
3:30 p.m,
Room E, Law School
,

,I

Justice TIKI Thommen
. Supreme Court
India

II
II

"International Trade

I

and Carriage of Goods
by Sea" .

April 15, 12 noon
Room E, Law School
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ISLANDS, CAPES, AND SOUNDS:
THE NORTH CAROLINA COAST
bjO Thomas J. Schoenbaurn

chink the !x)ok is (j IIIUS! for chI.'bookshelf
of anyone interested in [he J\{urth Car-

... Excellent ... Wlwt he says is of &'TeLL[
relevance to the entire eesrem seubounl
of ,he United StLlICS. 1 hope Dr. ShLJI.'Ilbaum's book achieues a wiJ£ reuJership,
because what he has to sa)' needs to be

diM coast.

heard.

This is

II Ullk/lle

and daring book. 11

(1I7nbinl!s the classical his torv oJ)l'rroo..-1I
tdlh spil')' Ix>hinJ-lhe-sccne; politics. I

lames Michener

Orrin H. Pilkev, Jr.
Duke University professor of geology
... A book thaI is m once an enrircl:
appealing labor of love and an enormous/)' Il.Scfltl guide to its jubjt>cr. For
rhe Ia....
· reader it seems to me [he most
(hOro;lgh, altthoritatit,c and readable
mrroducnon !O (hi history arul ecolog:o

.. A unique mw useful book (har bind.:s
together [he history of the Norch Carolina cccsr a summary of (he area's
chuices, spcxs and a drscussiou of ,he
region '5 ecological fragility .... Schuenbaum merits praise far making a good

of a region rhar drau's hundreds
Sd7uLs of t1isilors each -eat.

addition

of

(nOll-

Jonathan Yardley
THE WASHINGTON POST

to our coaswl1itcralUH' ...

GREENSBORO

While a professor at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Law in the late 1960"
Thomas Schoenbaum was chairman of the drafting
committee for what ultimately became known as the
North Carolina Coastal Area Management Act.
Passed in 1974, the Act is now considered a model
coastal management program, and it continues to
guide the development of North Carolina's coast
today.
When asked to help draft guidelines for coastal
management, Schoenbaum realized that he had to
become involved not only in the geology and ecology
of rhe region, but that he also had to understand the
people and rheir relationship with the land, "I tried to
learn as much as I could about the people and their
resources becauseif the people themselves are going to
resist the law,nothing will happen," Schoenbaum said
in a recent interview.
The success of the coastal management program
shows that Schoenbaum did his homework well. He
also accumulated a great deal of knowledge about
almost every aspect of North Carolina's coastal region.
and in 1982 he gathered his material into book form
. and published Islnnd.s, Capes, and Sounds: The North
Carolina Coast. Because the North Carolina coast has
undergone manychanges since [he book'spublication,
Schoenbaum has now revised and updated his material
for a new, more affordable paperback edition.
Schoenbaum's book is divided into four sections.
The first contains a description of coastal geology,
geography, and biology. The second divides the area

MalcolmJunes
DAllY NEWS &
RECORD
into nine parts from Roanoke Island to Cape Fear and
gives a brief but comprehensive history of each. The
third deals with coastal management.
The appendix
provides practical information on local attractions of
interest to visitors.
The strong affection that Thomas Schoenbaum
feels for the coast of North Carolina is evident in his
writing. and he has given his readers a chance to share
in his wealth of knowledge. As one reviewer phrased it:
"The book is a must for those people who own coastal
property, summer cottages, boats or businesses; those
who eat fish. shrimp, oysters; and all those who love
and are concerned about coastal North Carolina."
THOMAS J. SCHOENBAUM left the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Law School in 1980
to become a professor of environmental
law at Tulane
University, where he also served as director of the
maritime law program and as associate dean, In 1983,
he became executive director of the Dean Rusk Center
for International and Comparative Law at the University of Georgia in Athens. He holds the Dean Rusk
Chair and teaches international trade law and admiralty and maritime law, His books include The New
River Controversy and Waging Peace and War: Dean
Rusk in the Truman, Kennedy and Johnson Years, which
will be released by Simon & Schuster in June of 1988.

74 photographs.
Maps,appendix,index, selected bibliography.
JJ2 pages.
ISBN 0·89587-059-2
$12.95 paperback.
Publication Date:May1988
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'Zero Option' Would Be Plus for:Agriculture
By Thomas J, Schoenbaum
Special/a The Atlanta Con8litutioll
Schoenbaum is the Dean Rusk professor of Jaw at
the University ofCeorgia.

While the drought of 1988dominates the news, a little-noticed idea put forth by President Reagan at the
economic summit in Toronto would have, if implemented, an even more far-reaching impact on farm income,
consumer food prices and the state of the economy.
This is the American proposal first made last year
in international negotiations under way within the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to abolish
all farm-subsidy programs .and all farm-trade protection. Striking 'in its simplicity, this so-called "zero option" for agriculture would
be phased in over a lO-year
period. To offset declines in
farm income and to ease the
transition to complete liberalization of agricultural production, income-support payments would be made, but
they would be. "decoupled"
from farm production decisions. Food aid to the poor
and to Thir,d World nations
would be continued.
This remarkable proposal would be our most important economic reform since
the Great Depression. It
would create a new era in
which production, marketing
and purchasing
decisions
would be based on free-market principles. This wouldgo
far to eliminate. the expensive absurdities
of our
wasteful system of governmental mismanagement and
interference. Some abuses are:
• Subsidy programs inevitably favor certain crops.
But what the bureaucrats want does not always coincide with the market. For example, oats are in short
supply, and we must import inferior oats from competitors because .U.S. government programs give farmers
generous subsidies to raise other crops instead.
• Mismanagement has devastated the U.S. soybean
industry. Once we led the world, but in 1973 President
Nixon embargoed the export of soybeans, conveniently
allowing competitors to take up the slack. Since soybeans are not heavily subsidized while other crops are,
the world market share of other nations is increasing
while the U.S. share is decreasing.
• High U.S. loan rates and target prices under the
1980 and 1985 farm laws have unwittingly played into
the hands of our less-efficient competitors. These laws
artificially prop up world grain prices. If prices were
lower, as they should be under free-market conditions,
the Europeans could nol compete with us because their
subsidies would cost them too dearly.
• Subsidies not only distort production and consumption decisions, they also cost needless billions in
taxes. In the United States, $160 billion in subsidies has
been spent since 1980,mostly to benefit wealthy farmers rather than low- and middle-income farmers.
.
. • Farm welfare is destroying U.S. agricultural efficiency, The 1980 and 1985 farm laws raised domestic:
crop pcices, but our farm products became uncompetiilve 011 world markets. At one point in 1986 the i:\';s.,

which should be the world's most efficient food-producing nation, became a net importer of food products.
Ironically, the driving force for domestic reform is a
global crisis in international agricultural trade. The
source of this crisis is the tendency of industrialized
countries, in a triumph of politics over economics, to
restrict agricultural imports while supporting high domestic commodity prices and subsidizing food exports. ,
In the European Community, for example, high I
price supports for cereals, meat and dairy products are
supplemented by a variable tariff that shuts out less-expensive U.S. goods.Japan is another major offender.
These twin evils of protectionism and domestic
price supports contribute to a third difficulty - huge
increases in the production of certain comodities as
farmers naturally respond to artificial government incentives to produce bumper crops.
In the 1980s this agricultural surplus produced a
worldwide "trade war" as many industrial nations subsidized food exports or dumped them on world mar-.
kets. The United States, which at first protested the
subsidies, joined the fray in 1985, and since then billions of U.S. taxpayers' dollars have been used to subsidize the sale of commodities purchased in the first
place at artificially high support prices. Even the Soviet Union has been the beneficiary, and American grain
is less expensive in Moscow than- in the United States.
This system obviously involves huge costs. The European Community spends 75 percent of its budget supporting agriculture; U.S. expenditures will reach almost $25 billion this year.
This profligate and inefficient system cannot be al-:
lowed to continue. "Zero option" is a realistic path if
supplemented by other policy instruments. -'
First, it must be recognized that international farm}
trade policy is inextricably linked to domestic policy
reform. Internationally, the United States should continue to use its bargaining power in the GATT,together
with like-minded nations such as Australia, to force the
worldwide abolition of agricultural subsidies.
Such subsidies have caused our farm exports to
plummet because they allow other nations to undercut
our prices on world markets. We should also mount a
vigorous campaign against other nations' protectionist
. practices that affect our farm products -.
Second, farmers should not be neglected in pursuing this policy. Farm income should be temporarily
supplemented by direct cash payments; these should be'
targeted to low- and middle-income farmers to help
them adjust to the free-market system. We should also'
~nstltute rural deyelopment programs that emphasize'
Job creation, housing and environmental conservation.
The "zero option" for agriculture is a radical solution,. but it will be well worth the effort. Ending farmsubsidy payments (40 percent of which benefit foreign
consumers not American farmers) would cut as much as
$20 billion annually out of the federal budget deficit.
Consumers would pay less for food. Farmers would
be free to plant the crops valued by the free market
and not those dictated by cumbersome and inefficient
government programs. Coupled with the reform of internation~1 farm trade, U:S, agriculture would expand
by becoming more competitive and by capturing an increasing proportion of the growing farm export market.
The drought with its rising food prices is to be
greatly lamented; but It presents a rare opportunity' to
experiment with setting prices through supply and de-,
mand rather than by governmenli fiat. 0
.
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Schoenbaum
keeping busy
with '"projects
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_ Ordinarily, It mafl',"h6 could write four books in one
year would be considered highly productive.
But Thomas Schoenbaum knows better.
"I started on one of these books eight years ago, so
from that point of view,I'm slow, '> he said.
Schoenbaum, the director of the Dean Rusk Center
for Comparative and International
Law, authored
"Waging Peace and War," a biography of Rusk to be
published this summer by Simon and Schuster.
The book that took eight years to write is about the
North Carolina coast, titled "Islands, Capes, and
Sounds: The North Carolina Seacoast," which is in its
second edition jnpaperback and is published by John
Blair Publishers.
A novel he wrote-set during the Civil War, hasn't
been published yet, but is circulating publishing houses
in New York, and a manual for practicing lawyers on
maritime and admiralty law was published last fall.
In addition, he has a contract with the TokyoUniversity Press to publish a book on- Japanese international
trade law.
How muchspare time does Scboenbaum have with all
these novels being published, along with handling the
duties of director of the Rusk Center and a teaching job
at the School of Law?
"Not much," the 48~year~old Schoenbaum said,
laughing.
_
Schoenbaunf said that in his scarce spare time he
likes to spend time with his second wife, Sarajane Love,
a University law professor and his tour children. One
of them, Geoff Schoenbaum, is a pre-med biology
major at the University.
Love said she agrees that her husband is a busy man,
but she and Schoenbaum do find time to spend together.
"We're usually home at the same time, and we have
lunch together," she said. "We try not to talk about
work."
Love confessed she hasn't read any of Schoenbawn's
books cover to cover, and isn't a good critic of his
books.
I t"I'~e, caught bits and pieces of them," she said. "But
rl rve never finished one because when I start one, he's
'r ' finished another."
• - -» "The book on Rusk, the secretary of state under John
,-- Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, was the result of four
,-I,years-of'"\Vorti, including research in the presidential Iibraries, the National Archives and the State Department, and interviews with Rusk himself.
Schoenbaum sai4 about 20 to 30 assnciates organized
papers for the Rusk collection at the Richard Russell
Merrrertal Ubtary:
"The book grew out of the collection," he said.
Richard RuSk,-Dl'3nRusk's son and a research assistant, ,w,Mj work<!d,on the Rusk collection ~ith SchoenI

I"-"-"=~O::=_

, .

Schoenbaum's biography of Dean Rusk
baum, said the two of them worked extensively on the
project,
"When my dad left (the State Department), he left
everything behind except his tax returns ani! his coat
and hat," he said. "That's a habit of his. He left everything at the State Department. Tom and Icame up with
the idea o£trying to get the papers for the project."
Richard Rusk also has written-a biography of his father to be published close to the end of this year by W.
W. Norton titled "Reminiscence: The Life and Times of
Dean Rusk As"I'old To Richard Rusk." He said there
are differences between Schoenbaum's book and his
own.
"Tom's is written as an academic scholar writing in
the third person," he said. "Mine is written as his own,
story told to me."
Dean Rusk said he enjoyed the novel, although there
were a few minor things tha t could be different.
"I didn't read his manuscript before he sent it off to
the publisher," he said. "There were some detailS that
might have been different, but it's pretty good."
Schoenbaum said he hopes his bOOkSfind their audience, but all he.can eo is sit and wait.
"I have some positive reactions from people who
Please See SCHOENBAUM','Page 3
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From page 1
He began teaching at the Univerhave read the (Rusk) book," be' Center of Latin American Studies in
said. "But all I can do is see how South America, The center has done sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(the books) are received."
programs involving the Japanese,
in 1968 and worked there until 1980.
Dean Rusk said he adm'ltes
Chinese and Indians, and has dis- It was during that time he began
work on his book on the North CaroSchoenbaum for his hard work, b'otll cussed American and Japanese
trade in Australia.
lina coastline, which he describes as
with the biography and with the
"We have exchanges with univer"part history, part geography, part
center that bears his name.
sities around the world, like the Uni- travel, part ecology and part law."
"He's a very hard worker," he
After leaving
North Carolina,
said. "He doesn't waste time. He versity of Southampton and the
handles a lot of activities at the
University of Reading in England,
Rusk Center. He's also very interthe University of Nairobi in Kenya,
ested in what the University can do and the Federal University in the
to promote his programs. He's just
province of Pernambuko in Brazil,"
a good man all around."
Schoenbaum said.
Schoenbaum said the Rusk Center
Schoenbaum also visited the Sohandles
a lot
of programs
viet Union in 1975 while he was a
throughout the year, from writing
professor at the University of North
hooks on international law to in- carolina at Chapel Hill. He was a
viting visitors to speak on law
member of the American delegation
throughout the year.
concerned with implementing
a
Schoenbaum
said he's visited
treaty on environmental protection
every continent because the Rusk
signed between the Soviflts and
Center tries to have projects in
Americana,
many parts of the world. The center
Schoenbaum a~WJO'
has links Yil.th the University of Li- seph's College in
d.,
breville 1.11 the African nation of and the University
in
Gabon, along with many schools in
Ann Arbor, where heie
a law
Europe, and is working with the
degl'6&)

. ) ~ )1: ' , .
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Schoenbaum worked at Tulane University, wli~re he played basketball
againt University President Charles
Knapp wI>ill> Knapp was executive
vice president.

uH~'S very good," he said of
Knapp's. basketball skill.
"He's
better than I am."
. f,
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The UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE presents

Thomas J. Schoenbaum
Director, Dean Rusk Center
and Author, Wagl!J.g Peace and War

Friday, June 3
12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
University Bookstore Lobby
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The Prisoner of His Principles.
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prevent the communist
takeover of China,
played decisive behind-the- scenes roles in
the Truman Administration
before and during the Korean WID:, and was instrUm~ntaJ in
promoting (when he was president of the
Rockefeller Foundation)
the "Green Revc..lution." so important
to agriculture in Mexico, the Philippines
and India. His greatest
Iailure was in Southeast Asia in Vietnam,
Reviewedby Robert F. Ellsworth
during the Kennedy and Johnson years.
The failures and the tragedies of Vietnam,
and of Rusk's part in those events, had many
an RU.'k-. enigmatic,
influential.
dimensions, and this book illuminates most of
controversial-has
always
been an
them. His successes
were two. First and
l'.terestmg If personally
remote fig·
foremost-and
this is a thread which runs
ure in American Iile. There has been only
through the whole book-Rusk
worked and
one prev.cua book about his public life, and
pleaded always and everywhere for U.S.
that was limited to his time as secretary of
policy in pursuit of American political interstate. Thomas 1. Schcenbaum's
book, "Wagests to be shaped
by the contours of
ing Peace and War," is much more ambitious
international law. When he succeeded. the
and will certainly stand as the definitive
outcomes were usually to the good, atJeast in
work on Rusk for some time to come. The
the short term. For example, Schoenbaum
author, a orofessor of international
law, is not
asserts that one of Rusk's main successes
in a class' with Tom Wolfe as a storyteller,
regarding Vietnam was passage Of the Gulf of
and his 'cookis unlikely to provide lnsptraTonkin Resolution in August of 1964:"After
lion lor a movie scripl
But not even
it passed Congress with only two dissenting
gchoenbaum's sometimes ponderous
style'
votes in the Senate, Rusk believed that the
can suppress the drama of the lively, bright,
war in Vietnam had legal sanction under
lower- classwhite boy from the wrong side of
both domestic and international law." (In
the tracks in then-provincial
Atlanta who,
retrospect. the resolution came to be viewed
by dint of brains, physical vitality and a
as having given the Johnson Administration
shrewd and relentl~
strategy
of applying
too much of a blank check.)
low-key tactics to high-powered
ambition,
Rusk's other Vietnam success was more
came to have enormous power. Rusk was
precise and came 3;.2 years later. It was to
smart tough and a very serious man (who
persuade President
Johnson, on the one
always hadagood sense of humor).
hand, and the North Vietnamese, on the
Rusk was for a time a leading figure in the
other, to say and to do the things that made
American Eastern Establishment-when
possible the beginning of negotiations aimed
there was Mh a thing-but
the book makes
at ending the war. This was in the latter half
Dt=Rusk
clear that he experienced
many of his
of March, 1968; the VielJlam War had been
way Rusk was able to maneuver President
greatest successes. and fallures. on the west
ravaging not only Vietnam itself, but also
Johnson,
the federal bureaucracy, and what
Coast and in Asia and the Pacific. In his early
American society and politics, at higher and
then remained of the Estab1ishment into a
years, he met and married his wife while he
higher levels of intensity, for at least three
bombing
halt (easy to do) as part of a
was on the faculty at Mills College in
years. Clark Clifford had replaced Robert
Oakland, attended law school at the Univerpackage
that would also maneuver
Hanoi
McNamara as secretary of Defense on March
sity of California at Berkeley, and served at
into
beginning
negotiations looking to an end
I. Rusk, who thought
it was extremely
of the WID: (very difficult to do). According
Army bases in California and Washington. In
important to deal with Hanoi in ways that
to this book, it was Rusk, not Clifford or the
his middle years. he Wall a senior .Army staff
would improve
the chances Ior-a. ~\.fI.pie
officer in the China-Surma-India
theater of
so-called Wise Men, who masterminded
this
post_war situation ID Vietnam (howrig)ftlhe
World War 11. was active in the effort to
.
was), had to outmaneuver those in Washing· ; critical policy shift at a meeting on Match
.
28-a
decision
that
culminated
in
President
ton who, like Clifford, felt it was more
Johnson's
March 31 speech announcing
the
to get out of Vietnam quickly,'
DLrioorth, a financier and consultant in important
bombing halt as well as his decision not to
because of domestic political considerations.
Wa.&hingtml, too.! a R.epu.blican congrellTMlI
seek
re-election.ln
fact,
Clifford
is
quoted
in
The Washington
meetings of the last 10
from 1961 W 1967 and later, in the 19701, WllI
the book as having said, several years later,
days of March, 1968, have been reported in
U.s. amba&lador UJ NATO and then. deputu
"I don't understand what was going on that
many books and in many ways, but this book
stcTtta1'V of d.efen.u. He iI tM longtime vice
day [March 28j."
provides a somewhat
different, and quite
chairman of the COILncU,
l~
IwThe book is much richer, however. than a
. credible, insight on the subtle and powerful
tutt for Strate¢e Studiu, in lhndon.

WAGING PEACE AND WAR
Dean Rusk in the Truman,
Kennedy and Jbhnson Years
I
try Thomas I- Sdhoenbaum
(Simon & Schuster: $22.95; 572 pp.)
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'Waging Peace and War'
; Cantinv.ed From Second Page
Rusk to work with powerful effect
as in the bombing halt decision of
: March, 1968. yet drew him into too
narrow a realm of reality to see the
, wider dangers. Thus, in the early
. days of the Johnson presidency:
"They
did not worry about a
dangerous
aspect of this closed.
concentrated
dedsion·making pro-

\l: .--

in a book of this sort, and the tiill
irritatingly
pretentious. Non'ett!'e_-'less; "Waging Peace and War" is
an important contribution to the
record of a crucial period in Amen,
can history, and the important
effects upon that period by one of
the most active and most enduring
of leaders. Schoenbaum's book reo
nects prodigious research, providing a treasure trove for future
historians-or
even for an enterprising dramatist looking for material for a PBS miniseries.
•

hagiography of Dean Rusk.
The author
makes clear that:
-Rusk
argued that the war could be
fought "in cold blood" -Le., "a limited war
with limited aims could be conducted
as
dispassionately as possible. without
disruption to moot Americans' daily lives." This
was, in fact, the essence of the Establish·
ment'e view in the early 1960s; its failure was
a major cause of the Establishment's
disappearance-the
disappearance
of an American leadership class.
-With Johnson as President.
Rusk "found
someone whose instincts and emotions. if not
his Intellect, were close to his own." ~ the
book argues, this closeness was a two-edged
sword: At one and the same time, it allowed
P/.eau Turn to Page 13

•

A Good Man in a Bad War
WAGING PEACE AND WAR
Dean Rusk in the Truman, Kennedy,
and Johnson Years.
By Thomas J. Schoenbaum,
Illustrated. 592 pp. New York:
Simon & Schuster.
$22,95,

By James Chace

T

HIS story is a heartbreaker. The tale it tells is o.(
a good man -loyal, intelligent and self-sacrificing - the kind of man who was magnificent
In
combat but who was also marked by a Iatal lack
of imagination and who came to bear the onus for perhaps the most tragic failure of American foreign policy
in this century, the waging of the Vietnam War. Dean
RUsk, Secretary
of State under Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson, left office in January 1969 a virtual pariah, physically ill after working ts-bcur days seven days
a week for eight years, As Thomas J, Schcenbaum, the
director of the Dean Rusk Center for International
and
Comparative Law at the University of Georgia, tells it
in a book that is as close to the Rusk memoirs as we will
ever have: "Not only did he have difficulty finding work,
but many people, including many former friends, despised him." When Johns Hopkins University offered
him an office in the school of international studies he
had helped finance when he was president of the Rockefeller Foundation,
some students objected and threatened to burn the school down, Only the University
of
Georgia, in the state in which he was born, offered him
a job,..- as a professor of international law. He has remained there ever since.
_.,
Unwilling to write about his role in the Vietnam
War, Mr. Rusk did agree to talk to Mr. scboenbaum.
But "Waging Peace and War" is not an authorized account; nor did the author show the manuscript to Mr.
Rusk, It is, as one might expect, a sympathetic rendering of Mr. Rusk's life, but it is by PO means uncritical.
Even for those who have read extensively in the literature of Vietnam, this book is indispensable, Imprisoned
by the need to demonstrate
American credibility and
steadfastness in the face of what they saw as Communist aggression,
Mr. Rusk and his colleagues fought a
war in which the means finally far exceeded the ends in
a part of the world that was always of marginal strategic significance.
David Dean Rusk came 'rom II poor family and
rose to the top of the greasy pole once known as the
American Establishment.
He was born in 1909 in Cherokee County. Georgia, into a family that had stayed put
for many generations,
'wen behaved, steady, hard.
working, and poor." That is not unlike Lyndon Johnson's
background, which is probably one reason why Johnson
came to love (that's the verb Johnson used) Dean Rusk'
as he did no other man. Later the family moved to Atlanta and Mr. Rusk went to public school, studied hard.
won a scholarship
to Davidson College in North Carolina and finally a Rhodes scholarship to Oxford. He was
en his way to fUlfilling the American dream.

national institutions like the United Nations work.
Serving in the China-India
theater under Gen. Joseph Stilwell in 1943-45 and having to deal with the corruptions of the Kuomintang
under Chiang Kai-shek only
reinforced Mr. Rusk's view of the role of international
law in international ~ff<lirs. Mr. Rusk had, as they say,
a good war. He was characteristically
self-sacrificing
and diligent, and in 1945 he went to work in the War Department under John J. McCloy. That was the beginning of his Government service.
If disenchantment over the failures of Wilsonian
idealism marked the formative years of Dean Rusk, it
was surely the Korean War that confirmed his view of
the nature of Communist
aggression.
As Deputy Under
Secretary of Stale in 1948,' he argued for stationing
American troops on the Korean peninsula. He lost that
argument and "later became
convinced that if the
troops had remained, North Korea would never have attacked its neighbor to the s~uth." He was sure that the
North Koreans miscalculated
American intentions to
defend the integrity of South Korea and he was further
convinced that "the defeat of South Korea would cause
Japan and Europe, as well as leaders in Southeast Asia,
to question the American will to combat communism."
During this period Mr. Rusk articulated his own version
of the "domino theory," arguing that if Indochina were
allowed to go Communist,
ih the words of the author,
"Thailand and Burma would fall almost immediately
and other countries of the region would be gravely
threatened."
:
It was also during the ~orean
War that Mr. Rusk
demonstrated most graphically
his willingness to sacrifice himself, if need be, for the greater good. When the
State Department, and particularly
the Office of Far
Eastern Affairs, came under attack by the Republicans
and especially by the allies of Senator Joseph McCarthy
for what they called the loss of China to the Communists, Mr. Rusk offered to take the job of heading Far
Eastern Affairs. This meant accepting a demotion in
the State Department, but he believed that he could surmount any charges McCarthy
might make, Secretary
of State Dean Acheson never forgot this service, and
Acheson was later Instrumental
in putting Mr. Rusk's
name before John F, Kennedy as a candidate for Secretary cf State.
,
Although it is not mentioned
in Mr. Scboenbaurn's
. book, a cable from Mr. Rusk to the President in 1961
warned against deeper American
involvement in Vietnam, "While attaching the greatest
possible importance to security in SEA (Southeast Asia I,"he wrote, "1
would be reluctant to see U.S. make major additional

•••
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ET Mr. Rusk was apparently responsible - as
much as Dean Acheson or Clark Clifford were
-'ror persuading President Johnson to order a
partial halt to the bombing of North Vietnam 10
March 1968 in order to move Hanoi to negotiate. But
then Mr. Rusk once again lacked the imagination to
push the negotiations forward so that real progress
might be made. According to Mr. Schoenbaum,
"his native cautfon . . now trapped the country in a prolonged
war." It would last rcr another five years until President Nixon ended it
In retrospect, Mr, Rusk has not greatly
modified
his views on the conduct of the Vietnam
War. His mistake, he believes, was "to underestimate
the persistence of North Vietnam and to overestimate
the patience of the American people." But it would not have
surprised
anyone who paid attention to the history of
France's
Indochina war that North Vietnam would persist. And the American people put up with a war that
lasted "the better part of eight years - twice as long a1'
either the Civil War or World War II," as the author so
aptly puts it. Could one really ask them to do anything
more?
0

Y

Leaving Others to Tellthe Tale

Like most serious people of his generation, he was a
disciple of Woodrow Wilson. But he was also, like most
serious people, a hardheaded Wilsonian. His was to be a
generation of realists who would weld idealism to an unsentimental view of the way the world worked. He beHeved'm the sanctity
of international law and devoted
his life to the goal of making nations live up to the re- I
sponstbthnes
that respect for international law implied."
.
According to Mr. schoenbaurrr-,' and this seems an
curate description
of Mr. Rusk's world view _ "Arnee-t 1.'.
rcan conduct should be judged by the-same standards of J,
law and morality as that of other states.'The litmus tesr''!'
.houtd be whether
an action was supportable under'
recognized principles
of international law:" To thisend
he never gave up his belief in the need tor making inter".'
,
.
James Chace, a seni6r associate a'[ the Carnegie:
Endowment for International Peace, is the co-author of
'America Invulnerable:
The Quest for Absolute se;urity From 1812 to Star Wars."
." J.

commitment
American prestige to a losing horse." Despite these early misgivings, Mr. Rusk became a strong
advocate for preventing the fall of South Vietnam to the
Communists
and joined Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara
in urging the dispatch of several thousand
American soldiers to that country to achieve this. Like
most of his colleagues, Mr. Rusk refused
to take
Charles de Gaulle seriously when the French president
warned
the Americans that they would get bogged
down. in an endless struggle in Indochina. To Mr. Rusk,
the United States was fighting for a noble cause
whereas the French had fought in Vietnam in the late
1940's and 50's simply to defend their own narrow interests as a colonial power.
Mr. Rusk was unable to perceive
the struggle in
Vietnam as the unalterable consequence
of World War
II and French colonialism; by the mid-1950's
it was toO
late for anyone to do anything short of waging a protracted
war to prevent the unification
Of Indochina
under Ho Chi Minh. Yet, even. when the cause looked
dim, the question of American credibility
always won
the day. Mr. Rusk put it this way: "I do not believe that
we can be honorable in Europe and dishonorable
in
Asta. I do believe that the United States must keep its
pledged words." Even though the United States had no
important
strategic commercial interests
in Vietnam,
it had to fight on.
.
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Secretary of State Dean Rusk and
President Johnson at White House, 1963.

History, it's said, is written by the winners; but perhaps it's
truer to say it belongs tothe least reticent. Dean Rusk, on
becoming Secretary
of State, vowed never to write his
memoirs: "He regarded itasa matter of integrity not to 'kiss
and tell,'" Thomas J, Schoenbaumsaid ina telephone
interview. "And he would remind people of that _ including
Kennedy and Johnson - so they wouldspeak freely." So Mr,
Rusk's story has largely been written by others, often people
with interests of their own. Referring to Arthur M. Schlesinger
Jr. and Theodore Sorensen, chroniclers of the Kennedy
Administration,
Mr. SChoenbaumsaid: "Rusk saw no reason to
discuss foreign policy when they were in the room because he
regarded them as essentially speechwriters _ who should be
'off with the secretaries.'
"There has come down to us, then, a
picture of a man Who, in the race of momentous events, said
little or nothing. "The Cuban missile crisis is a key example,
People don't say bad things about Rusk; they just don't say
much." Only he knows what counsel he gave the President,
"but
he is not one to exaggerate; if anything
you have to get him to admit he took a
larger role." Mr. Schoenbaum, a
colleague of Mr, Ruskon the University
of Georgia law faculty, had "hundreds of
hours" of interviews
with him and
unprecedented access to his personal
papers, He has worked to describe that
............
n~~
larger role - to draw out the story ofa
ThomasJ.
man who vowed not to tell it.
Schoenbaum.
MARK D. DANNER
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WAGING PEACt";AND WAR: Dean
Rusk in the Trilhi'tn,, Kennedy. and
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Years"
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-:--:-:--:-:=-:---:him. By thai time, LBJ;"'d Ru;k"-'Southern boys

.' ",--:-::..'

:;:ScWiiba~1£ 59.2;ag~sYi22.95.'\

Schuster; 1ijiiA~enue of the-Am,,;.' whoworked .their way up from dirt-poor beginnings"
•. _
., '/,·'x;.'
, ~.'.1> ....J!···J;r~~.1- , -were getung along famously. ."
..,.
cas, !'!.~.rO!k" l:f.'.~JC!!!~9,.l~C. ,. ;;;~·:";:~r~./~ ; So Rusk survived. In fact, he served as secretary

Revie;;:cidby Reid Beddow ,,,,:,,~:,'"

ofstate longer than any other person in this century,
. .:
":",
save Cordell Hull. He capably faced an impressive
HEN in 1960 JOM,F; Kennedy picked Dean seriesof international crises: the Bay of Pigs, Berlin,
.
Rusk to be secretary of state, the soft-spoken
missiles in Cuba, the Congo, the Six-Day War. He
Georgian was not his first'choice. Kennedy would wasin the forefront of the negotiations and ratificahave preferred Willi;un Fulbright and actually tion of the nuclear test-ban treaty, He led American
asked Robert Lovett who turned him down, So he efforts to welcorne the new African republics into
turned to Rusk, everybody's second choice, Amid the world community, He used the prestige of his
the grandees of the NewFrontier, Rusk stood apart: office to push civil rights legislation at home,
He didn't go to parties, he 'Wassecretive.
'There
15 of course the matter of Vietnam that
Years later, after assassination and war had Irac- graveyard of reputations, not to mention lives.
tured the Democrats, ,Rusk was vilified by the Alone of the senior officials of the Kennedy and
Kennedyites. ArtburM,Schlesinger Jr. in "A Thou- Johnson administrations, Rusk was present for the
sand Days" called him ~,bliddha-like" and said JFK fall eight, frustrating years of Vietnam policy-makbad planned to fire hilri'ifter the 1964 election. ing, a process that collapsed in a heap in 1969. And
Robert F., Kennedy said the same thing, and John during most of that time, Rusk's State Department
Kenneth Galbraith told Lyndon B. Johnson to sack bobbed along in the wake of McNamara's Penta-

W

...

I~:',.

.'

. -

gon, failing utterly to find a political solution,
Now comes a biography that attempts to tell
Rusk's side of these great matters. The author,
Thomas J. Schoenbaum, is clearly a witness for the
defense- he is executive director of the Dean Rusk
Center for International and Comparative Law at
the University of Georgia. But though sympathetic,
.. he isjudicious and fair-minded. He says flatly that
- Rusk had an "exaggerated vision of American leadership and rectitude in the world."
The author had a daunting problem. Wben Rusk
left office in 1969 - on the verge of complete
physical and mental collapse from overwork, says
Schoenbaum - he took no official papers wi th him.
He apparently never kept a diary and, like his hero,
George C. Marshall. never wrote any memoirs.
Deprived of documentation, Schoenbaum has
had to conline himself to the big picture, skipping
the minutiae of policy formulation to provide historical background and the occasional glinnpse of
"character. Many will be disappointed that the Vietnam War is covered in less than a fifth of the book,
Nevertheless, Schoenbaum presents new evidence .
in the continuing debate over the war. In doing so,
be resuscitates the reputation of a decent and honorable man.
In these pages, Rusk emerges as a completely self"effacing person, qualities that Schoenbaum says
won him JFK's trust and confidence, whatever
others ntight say,
Few men have had SO much direct instruction in
the consequences of being wrong, At age 79, he is
still active as the Sibley Professor of International
Lewat the University of Georgia. He is unrepentant
about his role in Vietnam: "Almost all his contemporaries - McNamara, McGeor~e Bundy, Clifford,
" and the rest - repented of their initial hawkishness
even hefore they left office," notes Schoenbaum.
"Rusk's persistence can he explained by ...
his '
loyalty to President Johnson, who even more than
Rusk did not want to preside over an American
defeat." Loyalty up, in payment for loyalty down;
in other words, the perfect staff man.
..

r""'":':~i,,;g:~~i(,,:
..

Reid Beddow is an assistant ediforo[The Washington POSl's Book World
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WAGING PEACE & WAR. Dean 'experience, he carried tooIar hls de:
"" '.. Rusk in the Truman, Kennedy and, cision that US. toughness in Vietnam
:." ..JUhnSODYears. By ThomasJ:",
was tbe only way to go. "
,
;c', Schoenbaum.
Simon & Schuster.'
Rusk's youth oilers an open Invita"i,'59~ pp, $22.95.'
lion Ior-psyehoanalysis. Bor!1~on a
(, :;:',
,
.'
farm, he later lived In town 'on the
ll\'),t"Waglng'Peace & War" is a care- ': wrong side of the tracks, His tilther
':~fully'researcbed biography, but Dean .r. was a pious, failed preacher. After
,. Rusk remains an enigma.
.
attending Davidson College, a Pres .
." He was an enigma - brilliant, but -byterian school in North Caroltn~, he
, "vilifiedover Vietnam ~ atthe peak
achieved a longtime ambition by ,win·
" of his career as secretary of state'
ning a Rhodes Scholarship t9;O~ord.
under Presidents John F, Kennedy"
From then, Rusk's rise> "'a~ re, aridLyndon B. Johnson, and this biog- . markable, He earned his varsit"y;bhie;
'raphy begins to lift, the veil. More' ,in lacrosse at Oxford.He was on 'IVin•
. ,'needs' to', be written about him, 'C' egar" Joe, Stillwell's staff iii World,
',though"to lift it fully.
" War II. He .joined the State.~part,
I, There is no' question that author
ment at the invitation of Secretary
;f~';rhOJ:n~
~. Schoenbaum is correct in . George ,:;. Marshall, became ~_'!l1der~t
',h ,writing at the start that there,is "an ," secretary to DeanAcheson and p.resi~
:,:immense difference between the pub, ' dent of the Rockefeller Foundation.
lie image of Dean Rusk and the real' ' Small wonder that Presiderit'Kenity." '.'. " "
,,
nedy named Rusk secretary 9f"itat •.::
, ' Schoenbaurn, executive director o,f' '~;''''Yet his influence on Presiden't Joh.qj,~
l.the"Dean Rusk Center, for Interna-j- son 'was greater; both bad beenpoos::tional.and Comparative Law.at the' :;' boys from the rural South. ',% ~J
::"Vni~ersity" of Georgia, interviewed" " Rus,k's fall froni grace was even
" one leader after .,an~ther w~~,\had ::' faster than hISnse, When he'll!f~ the,
:!wworkedwith'Rusk,fromRoherl
Mc-r;'f':Cablnet':after
Nixiln's':electloll
as'
,r,;:t,I";lIiaH \pMcGeorge BundY.,Schoe~:,~~president,i.he Cou~~i'notllfu1~i,4" job. "
",,,,!um also has ,several hundre~ hoUrs?!:!..Vietna'i' 'had ,heen "Rusk's war.'?, "
;'INlf,,a.P.¢,jilt~rviews with Rusk...; ,:'~i!,lI;'That'he had heens,iJccessfuFlh"pre-'
,;,.;',:Since,Rusk led' or strongly influ,"7!yioUs ahU'C6mmunlst ~ctioils':4' Ko., i,"ced':to~eign policy throughout the"+' rea; Berlin ~andso on'-" did'not'inat~ "tumultuous years of. 1961·1969, the ':" lei': Carrying loyalty 'and exp~i-i~nce
",book""s,an invaluable historicalre-',I~"to"the ultimate, he was caught'l" the
·l.,cord·,lti"belongs wherever there is Jj~lparadox~,oflwaging';war~ to.'aC~ieve
~j;,.:Jconcern.
about the reasons for U.S.·~j';.peace.'/;'~ ,'~;, ~~,",:j.(,..h." " " ,".
, ~actionsand ~olicies toward the Sovi~VJ, " RusK' ..) and '~ii\erlcan'~il'itary
': '.VOIon,,ThIS,IS n~t Simply because .It ," If'aders .L thOughtthe' war in Viet.
,c,r,coyersjsuch sUbJec~ ~s th.e.war, m" .•Jnam was,going to be won.'In·oefendKo~~, th~ Cuban mIssIle CrISIS or the,'~ lng American policies to' the press,
,war InVielnam, but because RuSk,ls'"" SChoenbaum ,writes that Rusk' was'
'j
oflh~ few.sentor government fig- ',guilty of "half.truths,'and incomplete
, ': ures ofth~ penod who has not written.. answers [that] wer,e,occ,asionally mls.
1'(.'hiB memOirs.
,
~_~' leading."'-' ,.1 +,J,' 1,_> . ".'~.,.~
"': I~,was an ~xclttn~ decade. "Wa.g-~'; "S.tudio~sly' objective,' "Waging
':....I~g".nev~~theless, falls ~obean exclt:. lS,:'Peace & War", devp,tes"considerable,
, ing book, Schoenbaum s style, ser-l", 'space, 'for 'example;'lio 'Rusk'$
'I vlc~~ble, and, precise, is seldom,: 'stint In'State and his"years with tbe
,'. exclti~g.Dean Rusk, qesplte Involve-,','RockefellerFoundatlon:
But tbe'book'
,C( ment 10 events where demng·do was'
, "
_
~,'fittlng,'was not an exciting man,
:~~~r::~eIPlbuUeatu~e
the ":,ar \n~:
4c, ",',Resisting the popular biographical
Indochina wouldbe a better' place"
,0 urge to ,try to psycboanalyze his sub'.'
,.
'.
"..ject;' Schoe'nbaum instead leans on
If' America had prevailed, the epl:,
'''constructing an Informational' base
logue states:, but the men wbo led th~
..','from which readers can reach their ,~ar effo~ had an exagg~r,ated vl~
T' Ownconclusions. 'Two facts seem'to ,s"~",of the ,capabllltle~ of A,mertcan
Nslandou!:', ".
':'
,)1,' leadershi~.'lan,d~ rectitude,
In '.j th~
>!,'/l:
'.
:.~1\ri,
olA·fashioned
gentlem'a'
n'
world."
"::
'."
.
:1.,'1' ', ...ll:~ "p~r:''*''i',
t,
,',.,l':,"
'.....
,':"
"'",",.'
,/ .. " .r._ ,"
t
!\l\~usklvas,loyal to a faull.
Robert.A. Li,D~oID '.
",i{;"y,~~ugh, he brllliantlydre\V. ~~;:i""t;''''!:;:I.'i:tY~W~~,,~e~I~,r.I~~
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t I ·,1, 'a
,'.':11" I .' 'HI'I h'llln.' Yl.e,~I:
"'Staff Writer 1 .101.111\'~''V.' ~r· 1~, ;~" "! .... ,1 f'J ~
''lilA "" 1~ "<';IF' 1'1~ mf1:rt/Jf:;!
.It·''')'.;.r.Krr.~- I.J.'I .tJ'~1
"'" It 'Wa~no doubt ~ortly after
Rusk settled in a~",

<',,0

Il(!} "1110 «lf~
'.., B~ RUfus Ad81~'Ir

j.

Dean

" professor' of internalionallaw at the University of Geor-'\
<' gia that 'he first uttered his dogged, if careful, litany of
hope for young people livmg:ip,a nuclear world: ;"Onl,t
•this mote. in the universe that we call Earth" it has now
,. been 25 years·since·anucle ... ·weapdn has been.ftredm ~l
tangetl,\,:'~vt
.JI,,\
"
.' .
"
. ' .. ,/ '~T 1'1,1,.'lll'l'OVtI/,"''iI
'; L' Tha\,would have been 1!170, a y,~ar-an~-a·h~lf after I:
.\the J~nul\l'Y day in,I969oW,h~an-exhausted and ollen T
revile~, Rusk ,haa, walked o~t of tile 8e\!re.tary, of st~Ws ~
"Qfflc,eln~W~ington's,F,Qgd
Il9ttolJt WI!~ ht\le, l\\o~"J
lP~hij JllXi~etU1]l~,and,aplore!fqllt fl, ~ !l~ ¥.ililllli6
rh It'.s' now dillS', a'ild18years ha,\e passed. In thatparta,~
ofhis message herarel\, olnits, Ru"sk'can'now'say,jt has .'.
been'43years on this mote in the universe sil1cea nucle- .
arweapon.wasfirediJ:1~ger.
.'!,
'It-J''i ~"..,
The patina of televlslon·agecelebrity wore oil rather, ~
qUickly,.with Rusk eventuallyemerging as.a visible lind:.
respi!cted presence on campus and around town. Hisoffife,~ 'Ii ~¥.datory pi\SlQpfQr De!Jl.~ratic.llignitaries
and )IiWf!iational b~smessmen ViS/ting the campus.
Speaking''\vith a no-notes eloquence that often as. not
leaves audiences simply stunned, he has. appeared be;, i
,
fore hundreds of groups rangiJlg frollJ.graduale semi-,i, . .
.
nars and scholarly symPosiato 'civic clubs, high sphlijll;,1 . ,,,'
".
........ ,_
clrs~e~I,and,even garden clubs. '~NI, '/,
.'
\ ''''''n1 f'.'!l '( .,~~ 'lli!l ' j' ( .
'
'ff
,1" ~ ~1_Slaff
.".~qt·l~,t.ashls,pubhclifeperemIAthenshast>ee~',,':/'1_
'.l,j~·', ~:r."h'.. ,.,:,., -7 ' ..,
" 1
d
l!!,ark,~:m!!I.generoslt¥,l!1'a"l', !'D. e oquence, his Pq:. ,Author of Dean Rusk biography: Tom Schoenbaum
vatell\eJias ~emamed Justtha~, ~rlvate. As much as he sits in his office at the Rusk center on the University of
has availed himself to the admtnlstratlOn, students, and.
,
larger community, there Is a'parl of him 'that is re- Georgia campu~.
...
served and guarded, evenenigmatic, except perhaps to,
~ 'jd·lJ~P".'
!'..
his closest associat~ .OS! l.~,,(,~, l,i I!). ".;:~.l ",
. to commit as little as possible to paper. As the president's seThis long-time reserve, this reticence, is the same, ' nior foreign 'policy advisor, Rusk tended to save his advice
, charaC,ter trait that led Ruskto pledge,early in the Ken- with both Kennedy and Johhson for intimate, one-<>n-one
talks
, nedy adrninistration that he would not write his mem'l with the boss. j J, u , e,""
. I'
.
oirs. In... concept of service \hat stressed loyalty and '0; 'Meanwhile:,in thosesame ye.ars (actually more like 25)
problem-solving, he wantedfrankness·in discussions.
.' ~ .,,,~ tJi'
1;1-),
It was his style, as wellas his purpose, for instance,
Pleaae tum 10 BOOKon Poge7A
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FromPagl1A
others'· w~te memoin and histories
that Increasingly shaped the boundaries of our understanding of the Kennelly-Johnson
,yean. ~or instance,
Arthur 5chleslllger With some dfadaln characterized Rusk as "buddhaIike.' Bobby Kennedy alsohad some
unkind Impresslcna. Historians look.
ing for paper proof for their arguments ran the risk of distorting that
which they did find.
. And Rusk remained silent, like
that other key player of the era, Secretary
of Defense Hoben McNa.

mara.

So it is a welcome addition to our
understanding of both the man and
the era which ,comes in the publicaUon of ".Waglng Pesce and War:
Dean Rusk in the Truman, Kennedy,
and Johnson Yean,"
~ The book is written by rbcmee
Schoenbawn,
since 1983 the director
of the Rusk Center for Comparative
and International Law 00 the U.Ga.

ography written, and the author had
spent only one day with hlIn," said
Schoenbaum.
Schoenbaum I'M • little silltlisb
about such a project, given lib p0sition at the Rusk Center, but Rusk
gave his okay and promised cooperation.

.,

"I

In 1984, Rusk's 80ll Richard came.
to work on a more penooal, less policy.oOriented blogralilY of
his lather, and the lWOeventually
corded
perhaps
400 houri or kiter.
views for the Rusk CoIlecti«L At
least.two-thirdll of the tapes are iiiterviews with Rwlt. "I would ltudy
up on various aspects In his pubUc
life and then interview him," laid
ec Athens

re:

~~nNY..rn.
In addition
terviews,
documents
Jes. and

to nUIneJ'OlJ5 other

they collected copies
from presidelltiallibrar-

m.
or

SCboenblum (after two
gettin-R a security clearlllCet
the first' person to loot·
"'"
,,'
through the 40 boles of personal pa- an ~ SChoeDbium "call. "dastard,
pen Rusk left behind at the State oe--Iy.~
__
partment.
(These, too, will eventual"Walin3., Peace & War" Is more
ly come to the university.)
than a retelling 01 Rusk', eight years
"The important
parts ofspeecbes,
U secretary
0( .tale. Vietnam occuhe wrote himself, Always his own
pies Jess thaD 100 of the book's 500
cam.....
toasts," said Schoenbaum. The pa- pagesoftext..:"':"i"f'
.' ~:"
, . ~~:." As I got to know him, he talked a
pen also contained such lteDu as a
TheA ill Rusk'. foniutive years,
101' about
Kennedy and Johnson,
hand-wntteD memo to KellJK!dyduro a child of an impoverished but edumostly itories about different incl· ing I.he Cuba!! mlillilecrilil.
.
eated Cherokee County/Atlanta finti.
dents. I found them fa:ldnallng," reo
So "Waging Peace "" War" may
}y. On • Rhodes SCholmhlp In the
not be Rusk'. memoirs, but together 193Os, he witnessed the famous OxcaUedSc~baum
10 a recentinterview. "He told them not only with with the younger Rusk'! projected
ford debate wbere E.ngIand'.
elite
me, but everybody, I knew the Ito- two-volume book IhouId be the cll»- young voted against defending King
ries were not written down and
est anyone will come.
aud Counay_ He lpent the better
would be losl when he paMetI. I deAt the same time, Scboenbaum part 01 year in Berlin u Hitler blus.
cided to preserve all much of his ell:- says be is not Rusk's mallk. For the tered into powezo.
perience
as possible' and got into scholar or close reader who iIOm.~
There ia Rusk'. experience in
fOrming the Dean Rusk QjllectlOll lof times might have trouble d.istin- World War II as a staff officer to
ta~s and papen, now V.Ga.'s Rua- guishing
betweed
Rusk'.
and
Gen. Joe StillweU In the China.BW'.
Schoenbawn'.
voices, Simoo aDd ma-India theater, with a stint on the
se Library)."
;,''1'"
Schuster'. unfortunate editorial ded- war plans staff at the Pentagon
".<
.... !,\!"
4!? 1\\1;'.;:1,'",.,
• ~'l j; t,-,•..... '"'"
"
• "
•
Those taped Interviews exp8nded
sion to cut back heavily 011 footnotes where Gen. George Marshall flrst
into the idea of a biography. "He had
~~
•
'. ~!of~f8Dean'R'uak':'''wagf~9
Pe~&'War"'lS~O~
in the name of general readermip
impressed Rusk.
1ben! Is Rusk In the post-war
I than'" i'.elenlng of Rusk', eight years as secretary of stale. Vietnam never written his memoin, which Is can be partly easedby the }'(lUl1ger
!probably unique among people of his
Rusk's
projected vollUl'le of tape State Departm~t,
involved in key
. ~~,~than
100 01the book's 500 pag,s01 leld.
stature. There had been ooly one bl· transcripts
or by Scboenbawn'. ex- decisions
about Korea (which
tensively footnoted fint draft
'';''
Scboenbaum sees as the model for
The book is admittedly!)'lJ1paRusk's strategy in Vielnam) and of.
thetic and told from RUlk's point of fering to accept a "demotion" to the
view. But "basically, it is my book,"
Far Eastern Main desk in order to
said Schoenbaum.
"I have too much
take some of the neat off the belea.
respect for Dean Rusk to say it is his
guered State Department during the
- book."
McCarthy witchhunt.
An example
Is Schoenbaum's
In the end readen see a Wilsonian
Judgment that Rusk iniUally viewed
idealist honed on the hard reaUsm of
John Kennedy as something of au up- World War U's aggression and destart. "That is my judgment. I dOll't
structiorl. With the emerginJ pre-em.
quote Rusk on it, and he would deny
inence of the United Stales and the
It. He would Dever say anything like Soviet UnJoo, not to mentlon the awethat about Kennedy or Johnson. But I some presence of atomic wespoory,
believe it, one, on the basis of Rusk
the 1950s had its shart of Cold War
supporting
Stevenson for president
paranoia. Not only had the balance
and, two. because he Will experiof power shifted, 50 had the nature of
enced, p&1. of the estabLlshment that
its exercise. It was untracked territoran the country, while Kennedy in ry.
'
. ;~,\,
the 1950s was on the out!ide ... not in
5choenbaum's
book al90 nicely
with the big boys."
dovetails theme Illld chronology so
(5choenbaum
calls Schlesinger'S
that a particular
train of events
and Ted Sorell5On's earlier books
makes sense while al the ume reo
"excellent, but no one should take
minding readers of the geemingly
them as the wh<Jle story." One por·
ronstant
OO"ill' of tension point!
trayal of Rusk in "Waging Peace & around the globe (and 011 the secreWar" ~hows Rusk uncomfortable at
tary of state's daily calendar): Berfirst
m Kennedy'!
free-wheeling
lin, Cyprus, the Congo, Cuba, then
style of meetil:Igs and practlcaU, re- .. the Dominkan Republic, CIechoIIofusing. to say anything of "eight in vana,
aDd hIsi Increa.slDg
role 85
SchIesmger's
or Bobby's presence,
Johnson's lightning rod on Vietnam.
waiting instead to talk l'iith the ~~ides
being an awmttedly!)'tIIdent alone or in a smaller group.)
pathetic
rendering,
Schoenbaum's
Another example comes much la- book is rather strai~tforward.
ter in the book as a contrast to the
' ~.~ I •
~pted
wisdom of Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford's role in Jotm.
son's dramatic
announcement In
March 1968 of his decision not to run
for re-election in order to help nedg.
ling peace talk!. At the same time.
he question! whether Rusk's "native
caution"
at that time might have
caused him to miss a chance at end·
ing the war.
Schoenbaum
says talks with per·
haps 20 people. in addition to Rusk.
led him to the conclusion that Rusk.
one of Johnson's closest confidants,
played an ear[ier, more sen!itive lind quieter - role. Rusk was on a
plane over the Pacific Ocean when
Johnson gave the speech. and JohnIOn's message relayed to Rusk said
only that he had added a last paragraph.
Rusk
names
no names, but
Schoenbaum
believes it was Spiro
Agnew who may have effectivell'
sabotaged
the October 1968 "peace
Initiative" for campaign JIllfjlOSeS _
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Biographer Illustrates Dean Rusk's Skill as a Statesman
curity, de-colonialization and the
development of responsihle international institutions,
Dean Rusk's passionate loyalty
to America and his sense of duty
led him to work 16-hourdays,seven
ByLloydEtheredge
daysa week, In eight years, he averS,JecUilto The ]ournal.Constit.uUC)1l
aged one night per month at home
The publiccareer of Dean Rusk
withhis family, The costs- ofpresspanned morethan 20 years of the
sure and, in later years, public viliCold War.He was deputy undersecfication
as an architect of war retary of state for Far Eastern af·
were borne privately, screened
fairs during the Korean War, In
from public view, Mr, Schoenbaum
1961, he returned to Washington,
'reports
that Mr. Rusk at times suffrom the presidency of the Rockefered
from
nightmares and often
feller Foundation,to serve as secrehad
painful
stomach
ailments,
tary of state to Presidents Kennedy
Secretary Rusk was, of course, a
and Johnson'during most of the
key advocate and public defender
1960s, He was directly involved in
of the American buildup in Viet'
most of the historic events of that i
nam, He was utterly loyalto Lyndon
decade, fromthe Bay of Pigs invaJohnson's decision to escalate the
sion and the Cuban missle crisis to
Dean Rusk (right) was President Lyndon Johnson's secretary of state. war, He still staunchly defends
the VietnamWar,
these decisions, 'although with a
This well-researched biography
carefully phrased reservation: "I
is of unusual interest because it
America and Russia, and the nonserves as a vehiclefor Dean Rusk's lumbia University and U Thant, the violent resolution of several crises concurred in all the major decimemoirs. The author, an academic secretary-general of the United Na- owed much to Mr. Rusk's counsel sions ," and I wonld not do anycolleague ofMr.Rusk at the Univer- tions, to negotiate an end to the and ability.Mr,Rusk was one of the thing different based on the inforsity of Georgia(UGA),is Rusk Pro- missile crisis rather than risk a nu- most gifted and effective diplomats mation we had at the time,"
The author makes independent
fessor of ComparativeLaw and di- clear war through an air strike,
Mr. Rusk has also quietlylifted of his generation,and this book will and critical assessments of Mr,
rector 0) the Dean Rusk Center for
aid in securing for him well-de- Rusk,especially of his VietnamWar
International and Comparative Law some of the veils that shielded key served recognition,
decisions, But he makes standard
details
of
these
decisionsfrom
pubat UGAin Athens, The principal
To many readers, the most in- criticisms, and he does not pursue
lic
view.
For
example,
during
the
original sourcefor the book is Mr,
teresting material in the book will
Rusk, who participated in several .Cuban missile crisis, Americande- be Mr. Rusk'scandid assessments of his quarry with intellectual rigor,
cision
makers
were
reliably
inFor example, Rusk believed that
hundred hours of taped interviews
other men. (For example, he
conducted bythe author, usually in formed that some of the Sovietmis- thought Arthur Schlesinger Jr. was the credibility of the Americancommitment to NATO was at stake in
collaboration with Mr. Rusk's son, siles in Cuba were already
operational. But to prevent over- too inexperienced and talked too Vietnam, Mr. Schoenbaum counters
Richard,
much, and he consistently viewed
Mr, Ruskwas born in Cherokee whelming pressure for an immedi- Robert Kennedyas erratic and un- with the standard argument that
ate
air
strike
and
maintain
their
most American allies in NATO
County,Ga.,and grew up 'in Atlanta.
principled.) The author has also thought the Vietnam War a folly
freedom
to
maneuver,
they
deliberHe earned a scholarship to Daviddone a serviceby including several
son College in North Carolina. atelychose to mislead the American of the favorite stories through and favored American withdrawal.
people
and
tell
us
the
missileswere
But Dean Rusk has heard this counFrom there, a Rhodes scholarship
which Mr, Rusk would, with subtle'
took hini to England and Germany, not yet operational. Mr,Rusk,in his humor, givea sense of perspective, terargument countless times, and it
where he witnessed the growth of conversations with Mr. Schoen- (He liked to tell the story of Thomas has never been persuasive, Why
the Nazi movement firsthand. He baum, had dropped the officialcov- Jefferson, who,as secretary of state, not' If the author had pressed Mr.
returned to America to become a er story created more than 25 years once remarked, "You know, I Rusk on the point, the bookwould
teacher anddean at Mills College in ago,a deception they believedto be haven't heard from our minister in have been more revealing,
It is one of the author's gifts
California, He married, was drafted in the national interest and that
Spain this year. If I don't hear from
and sent to Washingtonto do intelli- was only acknowledged to scholars him next year,I will write a letter,") that his writing style is an evocation
of Dean Rusk. The writing is good.
gence workabout British Asia, His in private (by other senior particiMr, Rusk believed, with his The scholarship is thoroughand accompetenceand ability led to grow- pants) in recent months,
What was Mr. Rusk'smajor con- mentor, GeorgeMarshall, that the curate, True, it is a narrative acing responsihilitiesin India, Burma
tribution
to American foreign poli- relationships among officials with count that is even in tone - one
and China(forexample, as adviser
responsibilities, while they event follows another with iittle
to Gen. JosephWarren Stilwell), to cy' Often underestimated and de- public
should
be unfailingly courteous
rided
by
bolder
men,he
usuallywas
grand synthesis or boldly
work with George Marshall (whom
ought to remain professional and at drama,
creative Interpretation, But this is
he idolizedand sought to emulate a force for moderation. Againstthe
arms
length,
He
did
not
seek
per,
in his later career) and to his selec- background of more aggressivepro- sonal intimacy,and thus, in retro- also a reflection of Mr, Rusk. The
intelligence and the decencyof both
tion for policy-makingpositions un- posals urged upon the presidents
he served - an air strike against spect, it is striking how many of Mr, the book and its subject remain in
der PresidentTruman.
former associates have spo- memory, One cannot help but wish
No major revelations are in this Cuba during the missile crisis, a Rusk's
ken
of
him with warmth and re- that Mr. Rusk, together with the
military
response
to
the
Berlin
cribook,but Mr,Rusk does provide adspect,
This
affection for Mr. Rusk
ses
in
the
early
1960s,
a
more
rapid
ditional details of the private adseems
to
reflecta
recognition of the rest of us, could have been spared
escalation
of
the
Vietnam
War
vice he gaveto presidents in major
decencyand standards he' the events in Southeast Asia that
foreign-policydecisions. He reveals the more measured and incremen- personal
brought
to
hisjob - the best values damaged so many lives, including
that he held private meetings with tal approaches he favored usually of his strong
religious upbringing Mr.Rusk's.
President Kennedy to counsel him were adopted and achievedthe na- and of the American
Lloyd S. Etheredge is director
and British
against the Bay of Pigs invasion. tion's objectives at lowerrisk than traditions of public service
which
of
graduate
studies for internationthe
more
aggressive
actions
being
And he providesfurther detail of a
he maintained.Throughout his life, al relations at Yale University.His
secret fal'back plan, which he de- urged by other advisers,
During these dangerous years, he has been steadfastly committed most recent book is "Can Governveloped alongwith President Keneen to the cause of peace, collective se- ments Learn?"
nedy' to use Andrew Cordier of Co- there was no nucleuaJJl

• Waging Peace & War: Dean Rusk
In the Truman, Kennedy and John,
son Years. Thomas
J. Schoenbaurn, Simon & Schuster,
$22,95,
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The Iron Man and His War
By

RICHARD

HOLBROOKE

If things had worked out a little differ'
ently, he would be remembered
as the
quintessential American success story.

Dean Rusk was born in poor surroundings
in rural Georgia, but moved on to be a
Rhodes scholar in the 1930s, Gen. George
C. Marshall's favorite staff officer, presi·
dent of the Rockefeller Foundation, and fi·
nally, in a smooth ascent, to the nation's
highest appointive office, a post he held
longer than anyone except Cordell Hull.
Dean Rusk believed passionately in international law, sought arms control
agreements with tbe Soviet Union, pressed
for far·reachinplid proi5rams in the Third

,m

Bookshelf

"Waging Peace & War:
Dean Rusk ill the Truman,
Kennedy and Johnson Years"
By Thomas J. Schoenbaum

World. In his personal life he has been exemplary, refusing any personal advantage
derived from his public position, advocating human rights abroad and civil rigbts at
home-integrating,
with fellow officer
Ralph Bunche, an all-white officers' club
during Worid War II, and presiding
proudly over his daughter's then-shocking
marriage to a black in 1967 (judged so
newsworthy at the time that it made the
cover of Time).
Yet for all his achievements,
Dean
Rusk's name forever will be linked with
Vietnam. As others, such as Robert Mac·
Namara, lost heart, Vietnam became
"Dean Rusk's war." To this day, Mr.
Rusk, now a retired professor of mternational law at the University of Georgia,
will admit to no regrets about his stand on
Vietnam.
Mr. Rusk, like his mentor Marshall, will
not write his own memoirs. He did, however, cooperate in an extensive oral history project with his younger son Richard,
and Thomas J. Schoenbaum, director of
the Dean Rusk Center for International
and Comparative Law at the University of
Georgia. Richard Rusk still is working on
his book, but Mr. Schoenbaum has now
produced "Waging Peace & War: Dean
Rusk in the Truman, Kennedy and Johnson
Years" (Simon & Schuster, 592 pages,
$22.%), an important biography combining
his research and, for the first time, Mr.
Rusk's own version of many key events
and relationships.
Among these, three stand out. First is

ies from the Truman era recommended.
Mr. Rusk's early career. We are offered
entirely separately, similar de-escalatory
Mr. Rusk's view of his relationships with
steps in Indochina. That uncoordinated
Gens. Stilwell and Marshall, John Foster
combination was important in moving
Dulles, Harry Trnman, Dean Acheson,
Clark Clifford, and other major figures of . Johnson in March. But the basic objectives
of the two men were different, and they
the 1940s. While marred by some serious
soon parted company
again-with Mr.
inaccuracies
(Mr. Rusk, for example, was
Rusk
resisting
putting
pressnre
ou Saigon
uot present, as Mr. Schoenbaum asserts, at
to move forward, and Mr. Clifford seeking
the famous May 12, 1948,showdown in Truman's office in which ~ars!lall and Clif- a way out of the war as quickly as possiford faced off over the recognition of Is- ble. These dramatic final months of 1968
are not adequately
explored by Mr.
rael), this is indlspensable background for
Schoenbaum.
anyone seeking' to nnderstand Mr. Rusk.
Dean Rusk remains an enormously eluSecond, Mr. Schoenbaumprovides sursive man, to his admirers and mends as
prising, personal evidence of the toll that
well as to his critics. He had a singular
Vietnam took On Mr. Rusk.' To most of ability to subordinate his own remarkable
those who knew and respected him, even
intelligence to what he perceived as .the
while disagreeing with him on some issues,
"needs of the nation." This trait, which
Mr. Rusk was the iron man of the '60s, the
made him an extraordinarily desirable
one steady beacon in the turmoil, gracious
staff officer, probably limited his effectiveand even witty in private. But the stress
ness when he reached the top. His reverwas more wearing on him than most of us ence lor the office of the presidency was
realized. MacGeorge Bundy, Who underjustified, but he might have served his
stood, bluntly warned President Johnson in presidents better, in the long run, had he
1964: "Your Secretary of State very much
been more vigorous an advocate for his own
views.
needs a rest. Twice-tn the last week he has
Still, it is hard not to admire Mr. Rusk's
spoken to me abont nightmares ....
" But
consistency. In the past 20 years, he has
none of this was apparent to the outside
maintained his dignity, and stuck to cerworld.
Third, of course, Is Mr. Rusk's role in tain basic, and very American values and
Vietnam. Here Mr. Schoenbaum's book is principles on which he was raised. In the
useful, but far from definitive. Less than a end, several of those principles came into
fifth of the book is about the war, and it conliict. Mr. Schoenbaum's biography is a
portrays Mr. Rusk as allowing others, es- major step, but by no means the last one,
in putting Dean Rusk into his proper hispecially Mr. MacNamara, to take the lead
torical perspective.
in shaping policy during the critical early
period. By 1965, as Johnson faced his RubiMr. Holbrooke served in Vietnam 1963con on troop deployments, Mr. Rusk, prob·
ably an early but cautious skeptic, had be- 66, was a member of the White House staff
under President Johnson, and a member of
corne an unyielding advocate of staying
the Paris Peace Talks delegation 1968-69.
the course no matter what the cost. His
He
currently is a managing director at
view was dominated by two personal memories: Munich, which taught him that ag- Shearson Lehman Hutton.
gression must be stopped early, and Korea, where America's intervention in a
limited war had saved the southern half of
tile peninsula from communism. Both of
these admirable lessons, plus the political
fallout from the fall of China, he applied to
Vietnam, ignoring the warning signs that,
for reasons specific to its terrain, its history and the nature of our adversary, Vietnam would be a tragically different
story.
Mr. Schoenbaum credits Mr. Rusk with
helping change Johnson's mind in 1968
about the war, by advocating the limited
bombing halt that led to the negotiations
with Hanoi. This is a policy more widely
associated with Secretary of Defense Clark
Clifford. In fact, although Mr. Schoenbaum
doesn't mention it, thes~ two old adversar-

Dean Rusk, left, with former' President Jimmy Carter, third from left, at C~rter Center in Atlanta
Also shown are, L.R, Frank A. Bennack Jr., Cyrus Vance, Rohert McNamara, Jalnes Schlesinger

Rusk study well-written, overdue
Waging Peace and War: Dean .Rusk ill the
Truman. Kennedy and Johnson Years
By Thomas J. Schoenbaum
Simon and Schuster, 592pages, $22.95

Rusk entered the Army, which assigned him to
a staff role in the often overlooked China-Burrna-India theater. That assignment led to a
lifelong involvement in Asian problems, culrninaling in his high-profile role in the prosecution of the terminally unpopular Vietnam War.

Roview by Neill Herring

From the Army, Rusk went to the State
Department and played a vital role in the
early development of the United Nations and,
of greater importance, was a key behind-thescenes player in the creation of the postwar
"bipartisan" foreign policy now identified
as
the Cold War. Rusk was responsible for John
Foster Dulles' participation in U.N. delegations
and was an informal adviser to him when he
became Eisenhower's secretary of state.

This first biography of Dean Rusk by a
professor at the University of Georgia is a
well-written, thoroughly researched work that

is a bit overdue.
Rusk, a distinguished elder statesman from
our state, still suffers, from that wide-ranging
malady, the "Vietnam Syndrome," an ailment
with as many definitions as sufferers. In the'
case of the former secretary of state, his own
reticence in regard to discussing the war or
his role in it has probably contributed to the
prolongation of Its effect in his life.
A poor but bright student, Rusk attended,
public school in Atlanta and went on to
Davidson College, from which he graduated
with' honors and went on to Oxford University
as a Rhodes Scholar. A promising academic
career was interrupted by World War II, and

,!'"=~~~:;:;:-:::;:;:=~~:;;::;

Rusk went to the Rockefeller Foundation as
its president during the GOP administration
in
the 19505, where his interest in Third World
problems, an outgrowth of his support
for
President Franklin
Roosevelt's anti-colonialist
policies, developed more fully.
Rusk's selection
as secretary of, state by
John F. Kennedy in 1960 was a surprise to
him, and to the elite circle surrounding
the
young president-elect
as well.' Other, better
known Democrats such as Chester Bowles and

Averill Harriman were known to want the job,
and the middle-aged Southerner did not fit the
"Camelot" model
imposed on the Kennedy
inner circle, a group with which Rusk failed to
develop mutual
admiration. Never wealthy,
Rusk-had intended to be a one-term secretary
for personal financial reasons but stayed on at
the job after JFK's assassination at the request
of Lyndon Johnson.
Rusk's relationship
with Kennedy had grown
warmer over their
time together, and the
president plainly
valued Rusk's unflinching
loyalty and "team
spirit." Those qualities
endeared him even more to the ebullient
Texan Johnson, and as the anti-war movement
grew against the widening Asian conflict,
Johnson and Rusk became very close, personally as well as politically. That loyalty has
extended well beyond Johnson's grave, for
Rusk still refuses to criticize Johnson's war
policies and avers that, given the information
available to him at the time, he would make
the same decision today,
Rusk was haunted by the memory of Korea
and drew a "lesson" from that war that led
him to believe tbat "communist aggression"
(SeeRUSK, page IOE)

ffi~=;=======t

Rusk

From page 9E

had to be countered by military weaker when that kind of analysis
· force. Implicit in that doctrine was is foregone in favor of cant repeti· the idea that the world communist tion about communist .aggression .
.movement was. monolithic and di-, The ··..evil commie" emerges pretty
rected from the Kremlin, which much full blown in the narrative
could be relied upon to "cut its following World War II, in midlosses" when they became too great. paragraph in fact, with, no back-.
· That estimation was far from the .ground, Only in the Cuban context,
'mark in the case of the "national 'and much more in the Vietnam
• liberation" struggle in . Vietnam, debate, does the author treat lhe
, where the war quickly became a "other' side". as -anything but a
.' ..;'battle against ."foreign aggressors," ..one-dlmensional : monster, literally
first the .French, then the' U'S,: 'bent on totalitarian world rule. instead of a struggle between right- '. Waging
Peace 'and War will
.andlleft-wing dictators, as was the undoubtedly stand as the standard
c:ase)in Korea.
work on Rusk, for the foreseeable
· . The tragedy of Rusk as a diplo- future. Its flaw, 'unanalyzed antimati~t was his military-like insis-communism,
is one il shares with
tence on fighting the previous war most other standard works in the
·rather than the war he was actually . field of mid-20th century U.S. histoengaged in. Waging Peace and War ry and will probably be corrected
argues persuasively that Rusk has only by a new generation of scholbeen underrated, primarily because ars forced to take a longer view.
of ill will flowing from' the Vietnam The book certainly fills a major
experience, and that he deserved biographical
gap and illuminates
much better.
the life of this remarkable GearSchoenbaum's case for Rusk is gian.
best made when he analyzes the
larger
diplomatic situations.in
Neill Herring reviews books tor
which Rusk found himself, and
·the Macon Telegraph and News.
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DEAN
RUSK
BOOK
By Larry B. Dendy
na Thursday in late October of
1962, Dean Rusk sat beside
President John F. Kennedy in
the White House Cabinet Room and
wondered if the day would end with
the world enveloped in nuclear war.
Twenty-five Russian ships were
movingtoward Cuba. They werecarrying parts for missles the Soviet
Union had installed on the island in
defianceof U.S. warnings. Kennedy,
at the urging of Rusk, his secretaryof
state, had vetoed an air strike on the
missilesites. Instead, he had impo-ed
a blockade of Cu ba, and ordered an
armada of U.S. ships and airplanesto
the Caribbean to prevent further
buildup of the missles
Asthe Soviet ships moved closerto
the confrontation, the world held its
breath. If the U.S. attacked or sank a
Russian ship, many feared the volatile Soviet leader Nih ita Krusehev
would respond with a nuclear attack
on an American city.
As Rusk, Kennedy and other top
officials tensely waited, word came
from the Caribbean: the Soviet ships
had stopped or changed course. The
Sovietswould not co-nest the blockade. Though the crisis was not
resolved, the immed ate confrontation was averted; no missiles would
fly that day. A relieved Rusk turned
to McGeorge Bundy, Kennedy's
national security adviser, and whispered, "We were eyeball to eyeball,
and the other fellow just blinked,"
Rusk's role in the Cuban missile
crisis, as recou nted by Thomas J,
Schoenbaum in his new biography of
the former secretary of state, was
pivotal. As happened so many times
during his eight years as secretary of
state, Rusk's
quiet demeanor,
informedjudgements and firm determination to avoid war brought calm
and reason to a crisis that threatened
worldpeace.

D
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Rusk leaves Air Force One with President
John F. Kennedy in 1962. (White HOl"'ie
photo, from Dean Rusk Collection, Richard
Russell Memorial Library.)

rO!!owing President Kennedy's death, Rusk
remained as secretary of state during the
terms of Lyndon B. Johnson and was one of
the few people who suspected that Johnson would not seek re-election
in order 10
help bring peace in Vietnam. (U.S. State
Department photo, from Dean Rusk coneoRichard Russell Memorial Library.)

non,

From 1961,1969, Rusk - professor emeritus of international law at
the University- sat in the nation's
highest councils of power. He was
confidant, adviser and sometimes
adversary to some of the most

Geo rq ia program, September

powerful men in the world. He made
decisions that determined history and
affected millions of people around the
world.
Yet incredibly - with the exception of one narrowly focused book no one had ever attempted to tell the
story of this Cherokee County, Georgia, native who was a major force in
shaping American foreign policy for
three decades. And since Rusk vowed
, ~t to write his memoirs, the story
rn.ght never have been completely
told without Schoenbaum.
"'I AGING PEACEANDWAR: DEAN
Ru« IN THETRUMAN,
KENNEDYAND
Jon ~ONYEARSwas published in July
by
Simon
and
Schuster.
Schoenbaum, director of the university's Dean Rusk Center for Internauonal and Comparative Law and the
Rusk Professor of international law,
wrote the book to filla crucial gap in
history.
"Dean Rusk was at the center of
events in this country for most of his
adult life," said Schoenbaum, "There
is a rich lode of material associated
with his career, and there was a real
danger it would be lost. I didn't see
anybody else doing this, so I asked
him if! could write his biography,"
'/hat he has written is more than
bi"'p-aphy. It is a detailed, sometimes
gripping, behind-the-scenes account
of decisions that shaped American
policy toward the rest of the world in
the -nid-Zuth century.
A, a top State Department official
after World War 11, Rusk advised
President Truman 'on the Korean
War and U.S. relations with the Iron
Curtain nations. As secretary of state
to Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, he
played a central role in such episodes
as the Cuban MissileCrisis, the Bay
of Pigs invasion (which he opposed),
the Berlin Wall confrontation, the Six
Days War and the Vietnam War. He
knew - and sometimes crossed
swords with - the leaders of the
world - de Gaulle, Nehru, Macmillan, Krushchev, Castro and Mao,
Rusk determined early on never to
write his memoirs, feeling this would
facilitate trust and candor in his dealings with government and world
leaders. But, said Schoenbaum, he
wanted his story told.
"I asked his permission and I told

3, 1~88

Thomas Schoenbaum is author of the firsi
complete biography of Dean Rusk, and tnt;
first account of the Truman-Kennedy-Johnson years based on Rusk's personal
reminiscences.

him up front that if he didn't want me
to write this book, I wouldn't,"
Schoenbaum
recalled.
"He
encouraged me to do it He liked the
idea."
When he left the state department
in 1970,Rusk took only his personal
tax returns, leaving behind all the letters, memos, reports and other documents of his tenure - the longest of
any secretary of state in American
history exceptCordeJl Hull. Without
access to this critical
material,
Schoenbaum had to rely heavily on
such sources as newspapers and
magazines, books, congressional
reports, state department bulletins,
government and library archives and
the texts of Rusk's speeches and
broadcast interviews. He also interviewed 47 people who worked with
Rusk over the years.
But
most
im portantly,
Schoenbaum had access to the ultimate source - Rusk himself. He
recorded hundreds of hours of interviews in which Rusk candidly
recalled his lifeand career. The result
is the first complete biography of
Rusk, and the only account of the
Truman-Kennedy-Johnson
years
based
on Rusk's
personal
reminiscences.
Schoenbaum started work on the
book in the winter of 1984 and completed it earlythis year. Rusk did not
read the manuscript before publication and, in fact, has not read the
entire published book. Nor did he
ever
attempt
to
influence
Schoenbaum as he was writing.
"Neither henor I wanted anyone to
mistake this book as Rusk speaking
through me," Schoenbaum said. "I
was not simply a conduit for his
continued on page 97

DEAN RUSK BOOK

DEAN RUSK BOOK

continued from page 93

continued/rom page 97

words and his ideas. I take total
responsibility forthe book. But I want
him to go over it and give me his
views and reactions, because I made
some judgements I think he will disagree with."

Rusk was interviewed by Japanese newspapermen in 1951 when, as assistant secretary of state for Far Eastern affairs, he
went to Tokyo to negotiate an agreement
on stationing U.S. forces in Japan (U.S.
State Department Photo, from Dean Rusk
Collection, Richard Russell Memorial
Library.)

Writing a neutral, non-laudatory
book about a man he admires was
difficult, Schoenbaum admits. "It's
not adoring. There's a thin line
between adoration and respect. I tried
to capture the essenceof his role,"
An aspect of the book that has
generated much comment, and that
may prove to be one of the book's
most worthwhile functions, is the
portrait that emerges of Rusk as a
man of compassion, kindness and
wit. In part because of his reserved
nature and 'low-profileapproach, and
in part because of the paucity of
evidence about his central role in
decision-making,
Rusk has been
viewed as remote and humorless.
Some have called him cold and
enigmatic.
Schoenbaum dispels that image,
picturing instead a man who, as
Emory University Professor Fraser 1.
Harbutt noted in a review for the Hiscontinued on page 99

tory Book Club, is "a surprisingly
complex personality ... a warm,
quite open-minded, sometimes witty
man." While Rusk was "not exciting" and often acted without public
fanfare, writes former foreign service
officer
Robert
Lincoln in a
Richmond,
Virginia, newspaper
review, he was intelligent, superbly
qualified and intensely loyal. And,
adds, Harbutt, he was dedicated to
hard work and such values as "patriotism, a strong Christian moral atti-

Rusk is pictured with former German
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer during a visit
to Germany in June, 1962. (U.S. State
Department photo, from Dean Rusk Collection, Richard Russell Memorial Library.)

tude, a Wilsonian sense of American
mission and a commitment to international law ."
WAGINGPEACE ANDWARhas been
favorably reviewed in several papers.
Reid Breddow of the Washington
Post said it "deserves high marks ...
Like its subject, it is solid rather than
flamboyant." James Chase, a senior
associate at the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, wrote in the
New York Times Book Review that
while the book is "a sympathetic rendering, it is by no means uncritical.
Even for those who have read extensively in the literature of Vietnam
this book is indispensible." Robe~
Ellsworth, former U.S. ambassador to
NATO and deputy secretary of
defense, commends Schoenbaum for
"prodigious research" that provides
"an important contribution to the
record of a crucial period in American history." G

Schoenbaunl's
Rusk Biography
Highly Praised
A U.Ga. professor's biography of
former US. Secretary of State Dean
Rusk has received favorable reviews in
several national newspapers since its
publication in June.
The book, titled "Waging Peace and
War: Dean'RUSkm-rhe1ttfIT'(CTI1-;-Kennedy and Johnson Years," was
written by Thomas J. Schoenbaul11,
director of the De<l11Rusk Center for
tnternalional and ComparCltive
Law
and the Rusk Professor of international
law at the University. It was published
by Simon and Schuster.
Rusk, professor emeritus of international law at the University, was a key
state depMtmcnt official under President Harry Truman; and served <1:-;
secretary of sttlte under Presidents
john Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson,
Though h,c W;1~ n central fi!-'>lIfe in
some of the most dramatic and
potentially explosive international
crises of the 1950s and 19605, Rusk has
rdused to publish his memoir> .. Scboenbaum's book is the first complete

biography of Rusk and the only

account of the Tn1l11an-]ohnsonKennedy years b('lscd on Rusk's
personal reminiscences.
Since its publication,
the book has
been reviewed in the New York Times
Book Review, the Washington
Post,
the Los Angeles Times and the
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
1t was a
selection of the History Book Club.
Most of the reviewers
credit Schoenbaum with an incisive and reveClIing portrait of Rusk, who helped
shape US. foreign policy in such
incidents as the Korean War, the Bay
of Pigs invasion, the Cuban missile
crisis, the Berlin crisis and the Vietnam
War. The reviewers also applaud the
<luthor for resisting the opportunity to
paint au unblemished
portrllit of his
friend and colleague.
"Based on intimate conversations
with Rusk, 'W<lging Peace and War'
deserves high marks," wrote Reid
Breddow of the Washington
Post.
"Like its subject, it is solid rather than
flamboyanL"
The reviewers praise Schoenbaum
for presenting the personal
side of
Rusk- intelligent, quiet-spoken,
superbly qualified, intensely loyal, a
man who acted without
great public
fnnf<lre and who, as Lincoln says, "W<lS
nol <In exciting man."
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Professor of Law,
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Learnto 'Think European' by 1992
B"y' 'Th omas Sehoenhaum
Special to The

,

ro

there must also be a free flow of money, people an~J ;;:
services across national borders.
, !._ ~
And abolishing tariffs did not even break down the ::::i

Athmlll Const.iluliol1

separate national markets in Europe, Thousands of ;;
non-tariff barriers loom to: Impede the free flow.of. n
" Anyonewho has traveled in Europe this summer is goods _ all kinds of varyingtechnical and commercial"; 0
, aware of the tremendous ballyhoo all over the conti- standards, taxes and charges, not to mention the many,: ~
nent about the year 1992,
different languages, habits and cultures,
~;" ~,
, Dec,31 of that year is the deadline set by the EuroIt is these remaining non-tariff barriers that the Eu)!! M'
pean Community for dismantling all trade barriers be- ropean institutions have pledged to remove by 199~:lt, ~
! tween the 12 European member states, Some of the More than 3 000 of these have been identified and a ~.
moreenthusiastic boosters of Project 1992 even say this timetable s~t for their elimination, They have alsp, g
wiilcreate a "Europe without frontiers,",
'
_ stepped up the pace of removing the remaining barri-;
Whatis all the shouting about?What Will this mean ers to the free flow of people, money and services. .r ; ~
for American business? In one sense all the talk about
An ambitious plan has been adopted to end restric-r- ;;.
1992 is overblown, Natlons such as Britain and France tlons on the flow of capital throughout the 12 member;' ro
wiilnot melt away, and we ,shouldnot expect to see Eu- states, There is talk of a common European currencyif §.
" rope elect a president anytimesoon,
"
and a central bank by the year 2000,
, -;1:' ~
Nevertheless, 1992 has great symbolic Importance,
Virtually every United States company should be <D
r The d~eam of a united Europe wa~ born out of the
busy right now developing a strategy for copmg With,;:•
ashes of World War II, a shared Ide~ of far-seeing 1992. Europe, after all, remains out largest commercial" >-'
'Americansas well as Europeans of the time.
.
partner, accounting for $500billion in sales last year bf:1 Cl5
Contemplating the ruins of a devastated continent, U.S. companies and their European subsidiaries.
~3:;O
these men and women wanted a new post-war order
Assuming things go according to plan, European"
that would rebuild the economies of Western Europe, firms with the benefit of their continentwide European :' ::'
, but also would ensure that they would never again mark~t, will, become leaner and meaner competitors'r N
makewar against each other.
.
"
both in Europe and the United States, Already Europe 'f
The solution they found was economic ~ooperatlOn is being hit with a wave of takeovers, mergers and in- :J>
and integration. If the war-~avagedecon0l;mes could be dustrial restructing
_
• rebuilt, not as separate units but as .a Single interdeBut 1992 will provide opportunities for Americaq",
pendent whole, not only would a giant new market business in the newly emerging European market. In~
c0!Deinto being, war in the future would be.com~ un- the future operating in Europe will become much easP'
thmkable, And ecpnomlC mte~ratlOn would mevllably er, more like shipping goods, transferring people or
compeiclose polItIcal cooperatIOnas well.
. moving money across state lines in_the United States..
So the European CommonMarket was founded m American executives, long used to thinking about Ger1957 when the Treaty of Rome was Signed by SIXcore many Britain and France must learn to "think"
European states - France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, European."
'
. ,}
Holla~dand Lux·embourg.This treaty set in motion the
American-made goods,OIice they make their initiall
e~olulionary process leadmg t~ 1992 - a process that entry into the European market, will be allowed to take'
Willcontmue beyond that date mto the next century, ... advantage of barrier·free circulation throughout the';,
For the Treaty of Rome is one of the great political territory of the.l2 member states. European subsidial'"
feats of the 20th century, Ily joining, the 12 member· ies of U.S, companies will also be able to take advan,,1
states agreed to limit their ow~so.ver~ignt~ by cedmg tage of the new rules, to establish branches, to selt...
important powers to European mslitutlOns In Brussels, goods, and to move money and people throughout EuStrasbourg and Luxembourg.
rope, Joint ventures and licensing operations will be
In the last 31 years, these institutions have tried to able to have a Europewide focus. Service companies':
reinvent Europe economically speaking, to transform it will lind it easier to sell across national lines as well.~
into something more like the United States.
There will be new protection for intellectual property'
First of all, obvious trade barriers were abolished' rights on a Europe·wide hasis,
~ tariffs and quotas on goods moving between the
Of course, all this assumes that the ambitious un- ,
member-states. Second, a common external customs dertaking of 1992 will come to fruition. There are plen·",'
. and tariITpolicy toward the rest of the world was estab- ty of skeptics who say no. But I would bet on the side of.,
Iished so that goods from a country like the ,United the Europeans.
.,' .•
. States would be treated the sameway by European cus·
It may not be accomplished by 1992 - there will be~~
tomsofficials whether in Marseilles or Rotterdam,
no overnight changes - but the historical trend toward.
But this was the easy part. A truly integrated mar· creating a unified Europe is undeniable. Those who ig.,,~'
ket involves not only goods like cars and computers; nore this do so at their peril. 0
Dr, Schoenbaum is the Dean Rusk Professor
at the University of Georgia.
.
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Thomas]. Schoenbaum, executive director of
the Dean Rusk Center for Internotiollal and
. Co'mparative Law at the University of Georgiiz, is Ihe author of, most recently,. "Wagl~g
Peace and War:Dean Rusk In t~e Truman,
Ke>llledy,andjohnsiJn Years:':
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CONFRONTING

THE THIRD WORLD

United States Foreign Policy
1945·1980

-

By Gabriel Kolka
Pantheon. 332 pp, $24.95

By Thomas J. Schoenbaum

I

N
THE PERIOD since World War

'I ..
.'

i.,

n, it

. is remarkablehow a succession of
small and seemingly insignificant na-

tions haskheld center IIstagehfor Amer ican policyma ers as-we
as t e gener al
public. Korea, Cuba, the' Congo, Vietnam,
the Dominican Republic, Egypt, Israel, Iran,
the Philippines, ElSalvador and Nicaragua
loom large in the recent history of American
. foreign policy, all out of proportion to their
populations and strategic values, This reflects the importance of those areas in Asia,
Africa, Latin America and the Middle East
that- we tend to lump together as the "Third
World." In the postwar period the Third
World has been the primary battleground of
the Cold War, engendering endless "regionalconflicts" in which the respective combat·
ants have the backing of the U.S. and the
Soviet Union, And only in these regions,
Gabriel Kolka reminds us in his provocativenew book, Confronting the Third World, has
. the United States fought hot wars since
1945.
So with the enormous U.S. effort in and
involvement with the Third World, how are
we doing? Not very well, is Kolka's conelusion. His book is an unmitigated indictment
of American foreign policy-toward the Third..
World from 1945 to 1980 .. While he does
not go intu detail about the last eight years,
there is no doubt that in.his mind things are
not getting any better.
This is a book with a thesis that is repeated- many times in various phrasings: the
United States has repeatedly
intervened
both militarily and politically in the Third
World to further its own economic and strategic goals and, in doing so, has become the
. principal force against constructive change
in vast areas of Africa, Latin America, Asia.
and the Middle East. Kolko builds his case
skillfully, though with a broad brush, rangfig over an amazing amount of material and
'examining the major and minor crises of the
period with intelligenceand flair, The book
isan interestinghistorical: survey.and provides particularly good renderings of the
history of U.S.J.~la\ions __wi.th_ Latin America
and the Philippines, two of the most important threads the author follows with care.
There are occasional' gems of insight, particularly with regard to policy failure in
Cuba and Iran, and the book is well-written and fast-paced:." Nevertheless. despite the current fashion'
'ifi books about the decline of U.S, power,
feY" readers will find Gabriel Kolko entirely'
ptrsuasIVe .. Often he IS guilty of sweeping .
generalizations and 'troublesome
conclusions, as when he faults the U.S. for subordinating "most
'-Continued D.n page5·
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SYMPOSIUM

INVESTING

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:
MANAGING THE RISK

Kenneth W. Hansen, Esq. - Senior Commercial
Counsel, Overseas Private Investment
Corporation: Washington D.C.; Financiers and
insurers of U.S. foreign investment
C.K.

Sharma - Resident Director,
InvestmentCenter; New York

Indian

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf - Vice President, Equator
Bank; Washington D.C.; Specialist on
investment in Africa
Juergen
Voss - Chief Counsel, 1'.I1ultiiateral
Investment Guarantee Agency,W~rld Bank
Gabriel Wilner - Thomas Kirbo Professor of Law
Consultant to United Nations Centre on
Transnational Corps.; formerlyat UNCTAD

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
OPEN RECEPTION TO FOLLOW

THURS. NOV. 17, 2:00, LAW SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Sponsors: Georgia Society and Journal of In!'1.and Compo Law, Black Law Students
Association, American Bar Association, Student Bar Association, Rusk Center,

Association. Womens

Law School
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Second Information

Ir-ITERNATIOHAL ORGANISING
ANO PROGRAME COMM1ITEE
P,esidenland
J.pan

P'ole'IO'

and

IChilO ~a'o,

J.

P'of., 1'!Ir. T"'"Md,
Th"l.nd

1"01. 0"

LOCAL ORGANIZING
COMMIDEE

CONFERENCE

P'V"'arnch.na.

Surln S.I~manit,

D,,~,

K Woo9

Me B, C ChuO
M', K. S.

on

Thailano'

Oog

Dr.l-lowCMy:;'"

ScnoenbBum

THE 5TH ASIAN-AMERICAN

s.t.

Dr. S. P, Li'"

Call for Paper
<

•

Pro!. K, K. C~,n
Dr.

1',01, Nobuo Kumamoto, Japan
p,of,
Thoma,
U,S,A

Circular

Mr,

P";.""",,

Jare"'; y,;

Dr. R, T. M, ~u"mih.'dJ •• lndonesia
P,of, Dr. Atrllin Suh.lm" M8la~a

ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION

P,of. K, K, Ch'n. Singapore
D~'U~;iano Haji M,,",in bin Om.,.

Venue

Date

Cairn hilt Hotel
19 Cairnhill Circle
Singapore
February

19 - 23, 1989

HIGHLIGHT OF SOME SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

SUPpORTING ORGANIZATIONS

ktlfD
National University 01 Singapore

Prof. Ichiro

Hokkaigakuen University, Sapporo, Japan
Dean Rlisk (eOW

IJDillsrsiW Of Gemgja II SA

Environment and Policy Institute,
Institute of
Environmental
Research,
Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok
Japan Centerfor Human Environmental ~roblems
Environmental Engineering Society of Singapore

CONFERENCE FEE
The fee is Singapore $250 which includes the
scientific and social program, the proceedings of the
Conference, coffee, tea and lunches on conference
days, one dinner,and some visits in Singapore,Half
fee for speakers are covered by the Organizing
Committees.'
•

Deadlines"

31 October 1988

-.
Submission of abstracts
and preliminary
\ registration. ,,', , 'I ; 1'.i,1
.

,

30 November 1988
31 December 1938

Notification
of papers.

International co-operation
for preservingcultural
and natural heritage.
es
- US Policy and situation
Prof. Thorns&A J.
on preservationof
choenbaum
cultural and natural
nerita G.
Environmentaltaw
and
Prof. Yoshihiro
preservation of cultural
Nomura
heritage in Japan.
Prof. Surin Seta manit
Preservation of cultural
heritage in Thailand
'. Case study on
Prof. Twesukdi '
preservation of natural
Piya,arnChana
environments in marine
{o.
in Thailand
- Policy and legislation for
Awang Haji Matusin
preserving cultural
bin Omar
heritage in Brunei.
Prof. Ariffin Suhaimi/ - Law and policy for
Mr Mohd Khan bin
preserving cultural
Nomin Khan
heritage or natural
monuments in Malaysia.
- The urgency for the
Dr. R. T. M.
preservation of an
Sutamihardjal
Dr Mundardjito
ancient town: a case
study of Trowutan the
Majepehit Capitalin Java
(circa 13th - 15th
century]
Mr Lim Eng Khoon,
- A case study - Tenjonq
Pagar Conservation
URA, Singapore
Project
N-atf'ttH"&--

~

oteccepience

Submission of full papers.

Dr Chua Sian Engl
Dr Lee Sing Kong
Parks & Recreation.
Singapore

- A case study on conservation of the natural
envncnmeru in
Singapore

~_.-........,....,........

OBJECTIVES
Forthe past ten years. we haveorganized AsianAmerican Conferences on EnvironmentProtection in
Sapporo, Japan (1978); Jakarta. Indonesia (1980);
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (1982), and Bangkok.
Thailand (1984). Proceedings of the first, second and
third conferences have been publishedby the Unlversitv of Tokyo Press as Environment Law and
Policy in the Pacific
Basin Area (for Sapporo).
Water Management
and Environmental Protection in Asia and the Pacific (for Jakarta) and
Environmental
Protection
and Coastal
Zone Management
in Asia and the Pacific (for
.K.~!laLump~r) be.twee.n 1930 and 1_91~·1, __ ,.

! _

!

The 1989 Asian-Americ~n
C~nl~rence Ifor
Environmental Protection I the 'fifth i in . series
focuses on The Preserv;tion'
of O~r Culturai
Herttaqe ! and
Natural
gnvlronmen t. This
~on'~erenceaims to provide an ag~da for 'inquirIng Into the nature of cities and towns and human
development process: and hopes to open'the way lor
a meaningful exchange of JdWs among engineers.
architects; environmentalists,
lawvers. economists.
sociologists, hlstonans. natural scientists. government officers. planners. and citizenswho have beer'
involved in building cities and towns and in changing
naturalenvironments for better humanlife, and who
have responsibilities
to sustain our cultural and
natural heritages which have suffered.
,

I

I

\,

SCHEDULE
'! ;,'
I ., I I
. '
The Conference papers will bel delivered over
three days (19 - 23 February 198m. 'Pre- and postconlerence social functions as well as technical visits
(in Singapore) will be arranqedIn addition, a short
coursewill also be offered. - --_.
,,-" -" 1CALL FOR PAPERS
. A~ abstract in English of no more than 300
words In length should be submitted notlater than 3·1
.October 1988. The International Organizing Committe~ Will select the contributions for platform presentauons With some invited speakers.Authors will be
Informed of the selection a! .their abstract by 30
November 1988, Final acceptance of papers will be
on the condition that authors submit their full papers
by 31 December 1988 and anendance of the
Conference in person.
!
I -\
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PROSPECTS FOR MULTILATERAL AGREEMENT
ON SERVICES AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY:
The Trade Act of 1988 and GATTMTN's

March 17-18,
University of Georgia School of Law

-11

1989

• Law School AuditoriUID

• Athens

CLE HoursCA..."CELLATION POUCY:

Cancellations received 72 hours before a seminar commences will recetve a full refund less a $10.00 udmintstrauve fee. CancellatIons recetved between 72 hours and 5:00 p.m. aftbe daybefore the seminar commences
will receive a refund less $25.00 to cover food and beverage guarantees. Therewtll be no refunds for cancellations received after 5:00 p.rn. of the day before the seminar or for "no shows." However. the program materfal will be shipped after the program. A substitute may attend for someone unable to do so.

ABOUT tHE CONFERENCE
The Conference will focus on the progress made In the GAIT negotiations
on the
liberalization of trade in services and the increased protection ofpatents, trademarks
and copyright. The GAIT negotiations have approached their mid-point and the 1988
V,S, Trade Act and V.S. -Canadlan Free Trade Agreement are l1nnly in place.
Detailed consideration will be given to theprospects

of agreement on the liberalization

of trade in services since services are a crucial element orD.S. expo;rt trade. Services
include sectors such as banklng,lnsurance.
telecommunications. transportation,
tourism and professions such as accounting and law. By the same token. the increased global-protection of intellectual property. specifically patents. trademarks

and copyrights. from such widespread violations as counterfeiting
perceived as greatly benefltmg the export trade of the United States.
The Conference is designed to bring information
community in Geor'gia and the Southeast.

.

Is generally

and ideas to the legal and business

CO-SPONSORS:

Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law
Georgia Journa! of International and Comparative Law
Dean

, '

Center (or InternatiOnal
and Comparative Law :
American ·Soclely of International
Law
.
.
·Intematlona! Law Section. State Bar of Georgia
Rusk

"
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A full day seminar on the

legal aspects of doing
business in

Panel: Peter Pfund.
Michael J. Bazykr.

U.S. Department of Slate
Whiltier College School of law

SPACE LAW: [open [orumj-LAWS AfJPLlCABlE TO
THE AEROSPACE PLANE: A CHALLENGE TO AIR

AND SPACE LAW
Interest

Group

Chair: Stephen Corove. University

of

Mississippi law Center
WILDLIFE LAW: (RoundLlblel-NATURE CONSERVA.
TION IN THE FACE OF ATMOSPHERIC
DEGRADATION
Interest Group Chair: Sudhir K. Chopra of the U.P.

Bar. India

WOMEN IN INTERNATIONAL LAW;16u,inm

Meeting)

10:30 a.m. to J2:JS p.m.

PANELS
• U.N. CONVENTION

Asia's Most
Dynamic
Economy

Chair:
Joan Fitzpatrick.
of Law
Speakers:
tung-chu

Chen.

ON THERIGHTSOF THE CHILD
University of Washington

New York taw School

Cynthia Price Cohen, Human Rights Internet
Thomas A. Iohnson. U.S. Mission to tntemauonal
Organizations.
Geneva
John T. Holmes.
Canada

Department of External Affairs.

Commentator:
Per MUjelelg-Olssen,
Ministry of Consumer
and Government
Administration, Norway

Friday, April 21

School

Affairs

• U.s.s.R.·S ENTRY INTO THEINTERNATONALECO.
NOMIC SYSTEM

World Trade Center of New Orleans
2 Canal Street
New Orleans,
Louisiana

Chair:
Dorinda Dallmeyer. Dean Rusk Center Ior
International
and Comparative law
Speakers:
Christopher
University

Sponsored by:
The Dean Rusk Center for
International and Comparative Law
University of Georgia

Osakwe. Christ Church College.

Sarah Reynolds
Gabriel Wilner.
Reporter:
Kit Traub,

of the District of Columbia Bar
University of Georgia School of Law

University

of Georgia School of Law

• THE ANTARCTIC MINERALS AGREEMENT
___

CJW,

__

The University of Georgia
Co-Sponsored by:
The World Trade Center
of New Orleans
The Center for the Pacific Rim,
University of New Orleans
The Asia Foundation
The Korean Research Institute
of Comparative Law
The Korean Chamber of
Commerce of New Orleans

Chair:
Sudhtr

K. Chopra

of the lf.P Bar, India

Speakers:
R. Tucker Scully, Department of Slate
Christopher
Beeby, Ambassadorof New Zealand to
the Antarctic
Special Consultative Meetings
Robert Hayton. City University of New York. Department of Political Science

•

•
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Itlniversity sponsors conference,
'aids ,U.S.-Asia trade expansion
•

I

"

"
trade."
, attorneys. two professors and a
Both Schoenbaum and Dall
'senior judge made up the South
\
lmeyer said that the...!, trade
Korean delegation, he said.
barriers, which at one time reo
Conference participants disThe University did itS part to
suIted in the" counterfeiting
of
cussed the barriers that have
expand trade between
the'
American literature
and film,
been limiting trade between the
United States and Asia by sponare becoming a thing of the past,
SOling a joint U.s.-South
KoUnited States and South Korea,
"The South Korean govern.'
.rean law conference in the
Schoenbaum said. ,
ment has a list of products that
, World Trade Center in New Or,
Agricul tural trade barriers
cannot be importsd
. to its
leans Friday.
.
are a major issue in trade bepeople," Schoenbaum said, "butThe' conference
"South
,-tween the two nations, Dorinda
Korea: Asia's' Most 'Dynamic
has
allowed
Dallmeyer,
the Rusk Center's " 'the -governmsrit
great liberalizations of that list
Economy"-is part .of an ong- , research director.isaid.
in the areas of agriculture,
maoing study sponsored
by the
Like most countries, South
chinery, textiles and electroDean Rusk Center for InternaKorea wants
to protect its
tional and Ccniparative
Law in
farmers and limit agricultural
nics."
"
"
Dallmeyer said' sOuth Kore;,);'
the area ofAsian trade markets.
, imports, she said.
is attempting to follow Japan lj
\11,:
The studies' are intended to
The United States, however.
[keep the American
business
with regards to electronic tech'ifi
feels that South .Koree should
nology. Samsung 'and LuckY;,,:'l
~ lcommunity informed' of new de- ...:"
import more agricultural goods
Goldstar, two' electronics
cor,~,ii'J!"velopments in the markets of its
from the United States, DelAsian
counterparts"
said
lrneyer said.
'
~por~tions thatare active in the.
I"
, Thomas Schoenbaum,
executive
oj
"The
perception" by the \, .\Umted States, both have their
'director of the Rusk Center,
.. hO.,m,esanSouth Korea, she said;"" i~
United States is that Korea
Ii
I
, " 1 '9
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It has been estimated that only one quarter of the 400 or
more international questions involving fishery and continental shelf boundaries have been settled, mostly on the
basis of the equidistance method, which offers little
flexibility and fails to address the problems of marine
resource management.
Boundary dispute resolution has evolved, however, and
nowadays takes account of such equitable principles as
general coastline configuration, the unity of mineral deposits, geological features, and the proportional length of the
coastlines of the contending parties. Such equitable principles have been embraced by both the International
Court of Justice and the t982 Convention on the Law of
the Sea.
This book draws together presentations from a multidisciplinary group of experts who have been involved with
the resolution of maritime jurisdictional disputes at state,
national, and international levels. They characterize the
evolving principles of maritime boundary dispute resolution, provide a. case-oriented examination
of disputes
involving discrete geographic areas, isolate the equitable

principles currently being used, analyze methods of litigation, discuss equitable resource management, develop an
international analytical methodology, and identify the potential impact of dispute resolution on the guiding principles used at state and federal levels.
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